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EDITORIALS
FROM THE EDITOR

Growth in
Education

M

edical education has changed a bit since I started
medical school in 1988. Tuition was about $15,000
that first year (compared to approximately $65,000 for
medical students starting in 2021). We did not have the glories and
conveniences of the Centennial Complex for learning. Most of our
classes were held in the old buildings around the quadrangle. We
suffered through no air conditioning, bad acoustics, and hard, flat
folding auditorium seats with teeny flip-up desks that couldn't even
hold a full sheet of paper. Professors used overhead projectors that
were hard to see from the back of the auditorium. Shryock Hall
anatomy lab in the heat of July was really miserable. Most classes
didn't have textbooks because the curriculum had changed, and
professors gave us photocopied lecture syllabi pages that we kept
in a three-ring binder. The rare educational movie was shown on
reel-to-reel projection, which led to the popular tradition of letting
the students watch the movie in reverse at the end of class while
the professor rewound the movie reel. How we enjoyed seeing
hydatid cyst surgeries in reverse! I remember how envious we were
of the second-year students who got to be in the relatively new
Alumni Hall for Basic Sciences. Air conditioning! Bigger desks!
The teacher had a microphone! We had intramural sports in the
old geodesic-dome Gentry Gym, which was removed in 2006 to
make way for the Centennial Complex. Medical school facilities
and learning modalities have improved tremendously since then.
Students now spend all of their first year, including anatomy lab, at
the Centennial Complex, and second year is mostly in Alumni Hall.
As the medical education process improves, the cost of that education necessarily increases. The Alumni Association’s new Paying It
Forward Scholarship program is one way to help medical students
with tuition costs (see pages 12–13 for more information).

Grading has also significantly changed. Up until a few years ago,
classes were almost all graded on a bell curve. I remember the days
when test results were posted on the back wall of the building. It
was agonizing to have to crowd around with all of your classmates
to learn your test ranking. Medical schools and the United States
Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) have come to recognize
the mental health damage that class and test ranking inflicts on
students. Loma Linda has now switched to a pass-fail system for
years one and two. The USMLE is switching to pass-fail for Step 1,
starting in 2022. Clinical scores for the third and fourth years are
now: marginal, pass, high pass, and honors. Residency programs
will now use USMLE Step 2, which still reports actual scores, along
with class quartile rankings, to aid in residency applicant ranking.
Loma Linda University partners globally with other hospitals
and institutions to both provide educational experiences for School
of Medicine students, and to assist those institutions in providing
medical education for their local populations. In addition to clinical rotations at various Southern California hospitals, third- and
fourth-year medical students can take rotations at AdventHealth
Orlando and Kettering Health Network in Ohio. Next year those
two sites will each take a group of 15 juniors and seniors to spend
the entire year at those locations. Seniors can also take a one-month
mission elective in Africa.
Lastly, did you know that Loma Linda is not the only medical
school run by the Seventh-day Adventist Church? We now have
six sister Adventist medical schools spread throughout the world.
I hope you enjoy the article by DWIGHT C. EVANS ’73-B,
and gain some understanding of the different ways the Seventh-day
Adventist Church is educating physicians worldwide.n

Rolanda R. Everett ’92
Issue Editor
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1
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EDITORIALS
FROM THE PRESIDENT

Connect

Support a Legacy

G

raduation weekend is over. It was different, but it was a
success. No, it wasn’t the same “formal” experience that
we normally associate with a commencement ceremony,
but on the other hand it was an event that was openly shared with
family and friends. The “drive-through” experience, though different
in so many ways, allowed families to be immediately present to celebrate each individual graduate’s moment of glory! Our graduates
shared many positive comments about the joy of celebrating this
time with their family and friends, the most important people in
their lives.
The hooding and consecration ceremony on Friday night was
held in person in the University Church. I had the honor of participating in that event as 156 graduates marched across the stage, then
knelt, while their family placed the ceremonial hood to signify their
Doctor of Medicine degree. Perhaps most important and memorable were the words of the graduates, recited by the deans, again
and again, expressing their thanks, their love, and their appreciation to their families, spouses, friends, and faculty for the endless
support and encouragement they received during their medical
school experience.
One does not go through medical school alone. One does
not go through life alone. Every one of us is dependent upon the
connections in our lives that sustain us. Not only are we sustained
by what others do for us, but we are enriched by sustaining others,
by sharing responsibility for another’s welfare.
Therefore, the “connections” we have and make during our lives
are critical to our personal growth and success. I encourage our
graduates, now true alumni in our organization, to:
• First, stay connected with their families, and loved ones, a
source of strength through their lives, especially over the
past four years.
• Second, stay connected with their fellow graduates, their
classmates, their friends who have traveled alongside them
on this difficult and critical journey.
• Third, stay connected to the School of Medicine through
the Alumni Association, whose principle goal is to foster
and nourish the unique connections that we as alumni
all share.
• Fourth, stay connected to our Lord and Savior. Our
strength ultimately comes from Him as we move forward
“to make man whole.”
I am often reminded of the text, “Yes, I am the vine; you are the
branches. Those who remain in me, and I in them, will produce much
fruit. For apart from me you can do nothing,” John 15:5 (NLT).
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Ray Ryckman Professional Chair for Microbiology Research & Education

Today, social media influencers are known
for selling products. Truly great influencers
change lives.
Dr. Raymond E. Ryckman, a Berkeleytrained medical entomologist and LLU
professor, changed the lives of so many in
science and he taught me life-changing
lessons. He would say, “science doesn’t
happen until the work is published.” He set a
profound example, publishing more than 115
peer-reviewed articles, books, and
monographs. As a professor, he demanded
much of his students. He mastered the art of
Socratic questioning and taught the
importance of multiple hypotheses thinking.
He inspired a faith in the Creator God—a God
who designed genetic mechanisms to allow
organisms to adapt and change in altered
environments. Dr. Ryckman’s legendary
studies on “kissing bugs” and the Chagas
disease they carry formed a rich library of
information (bibliography of 23,000+
publications and 25,000 curated insects, both
still used today by the CDC and WHO).

(From left) JORDAN S. KATTENHORN ’16 joins his father JON R.
KATTENHORN ’74 to welcome the 2021 graduates into the University
Church for the Hooding Ceremony held May 28, 2021.

God intends for us to be connected with Him and with each
other. Without that “connection” to the “vine” we wither away, we
are no longer productive or “fruitful.”
I believe that one of the most important responsibilities of the
Alumni Association is to connect our alumni with one another. We
accomplish that through the Annual Postgraduate Convention, the
JOURNAL, the DIRECTORY, our media, travel opportunities,
as well as support of missions and students. Fifteen of our 2021
graduates already have a unique opportunity for connectedness.
They are recipients of the Alumni Association’s Paying It Forward
Scholarship which “connects” them to one of our alumni for years to
come with the intention of mentorship, friendship, and emotional
support. In the fall we aim to award 30 more scholarships and will
hopefully increase that number annually. Not only is this a huge
financial benefit to our third- and fourth-year medical students,
but it will help facilitate lifelong connections between our new and
existing alumni.
We are blessed to have an amazing “vine” to support and sustain
us. And just as God is our “vine”—connecting and supporting us,
we too are the “vine” for our families, children, and fellow alumni.
Let us pray the connection never withers!n

Please join me in financially supporting
influencers of the future by contributing to
the Ray Ryckman Professional Chair fund
(fund code: MRRYCK).
Did you know you can explore giving
methods, including gifts from donor advised
funds, tailored to your wishes and your
family’s circumstances?

Jon R. Kattenhorn ’74
Alumni Association President

Ronald L. Carter, PhD
Loma Linda University Provost

For more information, contact:
Office of Philanthropy
909-558-5010
Loma Linda University Health
PO Box 2000, Loma Linda CA 92354

EDITORIALS
FROM THE DEAN

To the 2021
Graduates

W

ow, another graduation, what a year. I am particularly
proud of the class of 2021. They experienced a year
with numerous changes—revised clinical rotations,
absence of away rotations, and virtual interviews to name a few.
I am proud of what they have accomplished and the growth they
have experienced. True to 2021 form—even the graduation events
were unique.
During the baccalaureate service on Sabbath morning, Randy
Roberts, DMin, asked an interesting question: “Do you remember
what was said at the graduations in your life?” This, as intended,
made me run through all my graduations in my mind—eighth grade,
high school, college, and medical school. I don’t remember who
spoke at my eighth grade or high school graduation. I do remember
that the Washington state governor spoke at my Walla Walla
College graduation, but do not remember the message content.
I remember the speaker at the Loma Linda University School of
Medicine graduation in 1987—CARROL S. SMALL ’34. Many
of our alumni will recount specific stories about Dr. Small. He was
kind, competent, succinct, brilliant, and so many other things.
On that May morning in 1987, Dr. Small patiently waited as he
was introduced by another faculty member. The introduction was
long, flowery, and very complimentary. Dr. Small, finally stepping
forward to speak after the lengthy introduction, said, “For in any
way that I resemble that introduction, I sincerely apologize.” It was
profound to me as I remember his clever response which accurately
reflected his humbleness and no-nonsense approach to pathology,
teaching, and life. Candidly, I remember that first statement better
than the rest of the talk. However, Dr. Small’s contribution to the
class of 1987 did not end there. He sent each class member a letter
one month later.
I was so touched by this thoughtful gesture at the time, but
through the years I am even more profoundly grateful for his
sincerity and care. His words today still ring authentically through
my life. So, I leave with the graduates of 2021 the words Dr. Small
left with me and my classmates,“We are anxious for your success.
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A letter written to TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 from CARROL S.
SMALL ’34 one month after Dr. Thomas' medical school graduation.

We are praying for your welfare, body, soul and spirit…I pray each
day that you may be successful (and that you get some sleep!)…
May you grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ.” What a blessing and legacy we have.n

Tamara L. Thomas ’87
School of Medicine Dean

NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS

NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS

LEROY A.
REESE ’72
Receives
Distinguished
Service Award
The School of Medicine honored LEROY A.
REESE ’72, associate dean, Los Angeles Programs,
and assistant professor, gynecology and obstetrics, with
the 2021 Distinguished Service Award. This award is in
recognition of Dr. Reese's leadership and commitment to
the education of minority students and service to underserved communities.n

RICARDO L.
PEVERINI ’84
Honored for
Work with
Infants
RICARDO L. PEVERINI ’84, president of Loma
Linda University Faculty Medical Group and vice dean of
clinical affairs for the School of Medicine, was awarded
the Dr. Leonard L. Bailey Outstanding Clinician Award
at the 28th Annual Children’s Hospital Foundation Gala.
The award recognizes his lifelong dedication and distinguished service provided to his infant patients.n

LLU Designated a Minority-Serving Institution
Loma Linda University (LLU) has been designated a
Minority-Serving Institution by the U.S. Department of
Education under Titles III and V of the Higher Education
Act. The new designation offers increased access to benefits from the Department of Education, including the
ability to apply for grant funding specifically allocated for
this group of designated institutions. Based on enrollment numbers, the university is also a Hispanic-Serving

Institution and an Asian American and Native American
Pacific Islander-Serving Institution.
The Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Senior College and University Commission has granted
Loma Linda University a 10-year academic accreditation,
the maximum accreditation award allowed by federal
guidelines and the second consecutive such designation
for LLU.n

@LLUMedSchool
WEBSITE:
medicine.llu.edu

School of Medicine
News is developed
by Hillary Angel,
communications
specialist at the
School of Medicine.
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J. Paul Jacobson, MD,
Named Chair of Department
of Radiology June 2021

Sharon Lum, MD, has been a dedicated breast surgeon for 20 years and
specializes in caring for patients with
malignant and benign conditions of the
breast. Her research interests include
health care disparities and quality
measures in breast cancer care, and she
enjoys mentoring trainees in clinical and
health systems research.
“Dr. Lum is a widely respected
breast surgeon and is the first woman to head this department,”
said TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, dean, Loma Linda University
School of Medicine (LLUSM). “Her extensive academic, research,
and clinical experience will serve the department well.”
Dr. Lum is a professor of surgery at LLUSM and has served as
vice chair of academic affairs in the department of surgery, medical
director of the Breast Health Center at LLU, and director of breast
surgery at Riverside University Health System.
A graduate of Harvard College and Washington University
School of Medicine, she trained in general surgery at Oregon Health
and Sciences University, where she completed an American Cancer
Society Clinical Research Fellowship.
Dr. Lum assumed the chair role in March 2021, replacing Carlos
A. Garberoglio, MD, who had served as chair since 2009.n

J. Paul Jacobson, MD, joined Loma
Linda University School of Medicine
(LLUSM) faculty in 2004. He serves
as an associate professor of radiology,
neurosurgery, and basic sciences, and
recently as vice chair for the department
of radiology. He is the director of the
divisions of neuroradiology and interventional neuroradiology. Until several
months ago, he served for over 10 years
as program director of the diagnostic radiology residency and the
neuroradiology fellowship.
“Dr. Jacobson brings strong leadership and will continue to
advance the department’s educational programs, research, and patient
services,” said TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, dean, LLUSM.
He is a graduate of University of California, San Diego, and
Harvard University. He trained in general surgery, diagnostic
radiology, and neuroradiology at Loma Linda University Medical
Center. After further training in interventional neuroradiology at
Loma Linda and in Geneva, Switzerland, he also completed the
GE-AUR Radiology Research Academic Fellowship.
Dr. Jacobson assumed the chair role in June 2021, replacing
DAVID B. HINSHAW JR. ’71 who had served as chair of the
department of radiology since 1990.n

HENRY H. LAMBERTON, PYSD, ’01-FAC Retires from the
School of Medicine

FOLLOW THE
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
ONLINE

facebook.com/
llumedschool

Sharon Lum, MD, Named
Chair of Department of
Surgery March 2021

(Left) KERBY C. OBERG ’91, TIMOTHY D. LEE ’13, TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88, and TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87.
(Right) KERBY C. OBERG ’91, GINA J. MOHR ’96, LEONARD S. WERNER ’81-RES, and TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87.

2020 and 2021 Teacher of the Year Awards
Each year, the Macpherson Society selects a Basic
Science Teacher of the Year and a Clinical Teacher of the
Year. Faculty members who have demonstrated excellence
in the care of our students and in the delivery of education are considered for the awards. Fourth-year medical
students nominate faculty that have demonstrated
outstanding teaching talent and exceptional dedication
to teaching.

Congratulations to the following alumni who were
recognized at the Senior Awards Banquet.
TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88—2020 Teacher of
the Year for Basic Science, TIMOTHY D. LEE ’13—2020
Teacher of the Year for Clinical Science, LEONARD S.
WERNER ’81-RES—2021 Teacher of the Year for Basic
Science, and GINA J. MOHR ’96—2021 Teacher of the
Year for Clinical Science.n

Since 1994, Dr. Lamberton has provided
guidance and counsel in all aspects of student
life at the School of Medicine. He has
watched students start their medical careers
and transition to excellent practicing physicians, including many who have cared for
him and his family. “The opportunity to know
and share in the lives of so many medical
students has been the most rewarding and
fulfilling work I could have imagined,” said Dr.
Lamberton. “I am amazed by their talents and
encouraged by their vision.”
“Dr. Lamberton has helped thousands of
students throughout his career and has gone
above and beyond to help them overcome

their challenges while helping them grow
into successful physicians and scientists. I am
grateful for his excellent skills, leadership, and
friendship. He will be missed by students,
faculty, and staff,” said TAMARA L.
THOMAS ’87.
As for the future, Dr. Lamberton is looking
to spend more time with his family and is
planning to work part-time as a psychologist/
counselor in the area. He and his wife, Elaine,
plan to take frequent trips to Indiana, where
his oldest daughter and her husband and two
grandchildren live. His youngest daughter
and her husband and their two children reside
in Redlands.n
Summer 2021 | 9

NEWS
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ALUMNI

News

What’s new? Have you accomplished
something of which you are proud? Have you
received an award? Served overseas recently?
Want to simply update us on your life? Email
us at llusmaa@llu.edu.

1950s
HARVEY A. ELDER ’57 received the Whole Person Care Legacy Award at the 2021

Gold Humanism Society Banquet and Induction Ceremony.

1960s
GILBERT M. BURNHAM ’68 continues to teach public health in humanitarian emer-

TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 and HARVEY A.
ELDER ’57 share a quick hug after he received
the Whole Person Care Legacy Award.

gencies at Johns Hopkins University. His current research projects include improving care
for 600 hemodialysis patients trapped by war in Syria and establishing a national demographic surveillance program in Afghanistan. He is also conducting a national survey of
22,000 households across the country, his sixth Afghan national survey. An earlier project,
establishing a public health faculty at Kandahar University in Afghanistan, recently
accepted its fifth cohort of MPH students.

1970s
Days before his 77th birthday, ARTHUR N. DONALDSON III ’70 took several
runs down the highest ski slope in North America. Passengers of the Imperial Express
Superchair, located on Peak 8 in Breckenridge, Colorado, are deposited at 12,840 feet
above sea level, just shy of the peak which stands at 12,998 feet.

1980s
BRYAN T. OSHIRO ’85 received the Barry Halpern Champion of Families Award from
the Perinatal Advisory Council: Leadership, Advocacy and Consultation. This award is
given in recognition of individuals who show exceptional dedication and commitment to
improving pregnancy outcomes in their hospitals and their communities. Dr. Oshiro was
nominated for his proactive approach as the only full-time hospital-based perinatologist in
Riverside County.

2000s

ARTHUR N. DONALDSON III ’70 atop the
highest ski slope in North America.
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ROGER D. SEHEULT ’00 received the Outstanding Contribution to Medicine Award
presented by the San Bernardino County Medical Society at the organization’s 129th
Installation of Officers and Outstanding Awards event in June 2021. Dr. Seheult received
this award in recognition of his contributions to public education on medical topics
through his popular video series on YouTube titled, “MedCram.”n

Summer 2021 | 11

NEWS
STUDENTS

Paying It Forward Scholarship
In its inaugural year, the Alumni Association Paying It Forward
Scholarship was awarded to 15 medical students. Funded by the
donors listed below in partnership with the Alumni Association
and the Loma Linda University School of Medicine (LLUSM),
each scholarship provides recipients with half a year of medical
school tuition, worth $31,500.
Each donor has agreed to provide mentorship to the student(s)
with whom they have been matched. To ensure many future

alumni benefit from this program, each recipient has committed to
paying forward the amount they received to the Paying It Forward
Scholarship program within 25 years.
In the coming 2021–2022 school year, we hope to double our
reach and grant 30 of these scholarships. To achieve this, we will
need support from alumni like you. For more information on how
you can impact students through this extraordinary program, visit
www.llusmaa.org/scholarship.n

RALPH A. KORPMAN ’74, the

ANTON N. HASSO ’67, the Alumni

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

Association

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

JONATHAN LODENKAMP ’22.

JOYCE MCRAE ’21.

RALPH A. KORPMAN ’74, the

STEVEN W. HILDEBRAND ’80-A,

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

the Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

CHRISTOPHER RIBA ’22.

IL SEOK JEONG ’21.

Fund),

RANDELL S. SKAU ’82, the Alumni

CHARLES E. STEWART ’00, the

and

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

GREGORY PERRIER ’22.

HYELIN YOU ’21.

MARILENE

B. WANG ’86, the

LYNDA DANIEL-UNDERWOOD ’91 and

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

MATTHEW B. UNDERWOOD ’92, the

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund), and LLUSM

SHEVEL DACOSTA-DAVIS ’22.

paid forward a scholarship to IVAN KIM ’21.

LISA C. CARLSON ’96, the Alumni

BARBARA CHASE MCKINNEY ’88

(Schumacher

and

and J. MARK MCKINNEY ’87, the Alumni

LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

Association (Schumacher Fund), and LLUSM paid

SAMANTHA HARRIS ’21.

forward a scholarship to LUKE KANG ’21.

DEBORAH M. CARRITTE ’86, the

H. DEL SCHUTTE ’84, the Alumni

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

Association

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

KARA LODENKAMP ’21.

JASON HAGER ’21.

JAMES

(Schumacher

Fund),

Fund),

(Schumacher

Fund),

and

I. MCMILLAN ’86, the

THOMAS R. MCFARLAND ’77-A,

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

the Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

DEVON SCOTT ’21.

BRANDON KING ’21.

DANIEL

G.

LEWIS

’73-B, the

Alumni Association (Schumacher Fund),

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

and LLUSM paid forward a scholarship to

WWW.LLUSMAA.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP

CHRISTOPHER GALLEY ’21.

A scholarship covenant gift of 50% tuition and
A scholarship
gift of 50%
fees
($31,500 covenant
for 2020-21)
for atuition
juniorand
or
fees
($31,500
for
2020-21)
for
a
junior
or
senior medical student for one or two academic
senioraimed
medical
student for
one or two
academic
years
at tangibly
reducing
student
debt.
years aimed at tangibly reducing student debt.

and

Association

Association
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(Schumacher

Alumni Association
Alumni Association
Paying It Forward
Paying It Forward
Scholarship
Scholarship
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the program
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Data from the Association of American Medical Colleges tuition reports.
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AIMS in Bangkok
COVID-19 RELIEF AT BANGKOK ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
BY STEVEN W. HILDEBRAND ’80-A

B

angkok Adventist Hospital (BAH) is known throughout
Thailand as “Mission Hospital.” For almost 75 years it
has been supported by Loma Linda University School of
Medicine alumni at its downtown location near the Royal Palace.
Founded by RALPH F. WADDELL ’36, Mission Hospital
was supported by a succession of mission-minded physicians from
Loma Linda University School of Medicine, including ROGER
T. NELSON ’45, ETHEL R. NELSON ’48, NEIL R.
THRASHER ’48, ROGER C. VAN ARSDELL ’60,
KEITH K. COLBURN ’70, and many others. The medical
staff gradually grew to include missionaries from around the world,
including the Philippines, Australia, Argentina, and Sweden.
By 1990, Thai medical schools were graduating enough physicians to meet the country’s needs, and licensure required a board
exam in the Thai language. After intensive language study, NICK
A. WALTERS ’89 accomplished this remarkable feat and
continues to serve there as a family physician along with many Thai
physicians who share the goals of Mission Hospital. In addition
to its renown for excellent medical care, the hospital runs highly
regarded schools of nursing and midwifery, and has a rural lifestyle
health promotion campus.
As the COVID-19 pandemic devastated Wuhan, China,
followed closely by overwhelming outbreaks in Italy and New York
in early 2020, Thailand was relatively spared and there was some
speculation that perhaps exposure to related coronavirus infections
may have given the population some level of immunity. Soon after
California became overwhelmed by a January–February 2021 peak
of infections, cases in Bangkok began to rise, mirroring the ongoing
devastating surge in India. By May, Dr. Walters reported all hospitals in Bangkok were filled beyond capacity with COVID-19
patients. Mission Hospital opened two COVID-19 units and
turned a delivery room into a COVID-19 ICU. All ventilators
were in use and additional high-flow oxygen providing units were
badly needed.
The Alumni in Mission Service (AIMS) Council of the Alumni
Association seeks to assist all alumni working in international
mission or humanitarian service. Early in the pandemic we were able

Get Involved
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MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS

ADVENTIST FRONTIER MISSIONS
Reaching the Unreached

NEEDED
to provide two weeks of strategic missionary
support among unreached people groups.

How much difference will your mission service make?
If changing the life of a single student can impact an
entire family for generations, imagine what happens
when you change the lives of all the children in
a community! If training a single rural health
worker can improve the health of entire
villages, imagine what happens when you
train a whole team of health workers!
NICK A WALTERS ’89 (second from left) and his colleagues express
their gratitude for the high-flow oxygen providing unit purchased by the
AIMS Council.

to send $2,500 to each hospital or clinic where alumni are serving
to help with the added expenses of the COVID-19 crisis. Some
used the money for purchasing personal protective equipment for
hospital staff, some used it for testing supplies and medications,
and others for local patient education and outreach.
On May 13, Dr. Walters reported that a high-flow oxygen
providing unit was available locally in Bangkok for $8,000. The
AIMS Council was able to approve this emergency request and
promptly wire the money to Mission Hospital, where it will save
additional lives and help Dr. Walters and his colleagues provide
the best possible care in these most difficult times. Thanks to the
donations of our alumni, AIMS had money available in reserve
for emergencies such as this. Now we would like to both replenish
those reserves and respond to additional needs of our dedicated
alumni serving overseas.n
Dr. Hildebrand serves as co-chair of the Alumni
Association AIMS Council along with TIFFANY C.
PRIESTER ’04. His time in mission service included
one year working at Bangkok Adventist Hospital.

Learn: www.llusmaa.org/volunteer-mission-opportunities
Volunteer: ahiglobal.org/volunteer
Donate: www.llusmaa.org/donate

Make the world a better place. Help
build a ministry platform from
which missionaries can carry the
work forward. Volunteer today!

Two-week assignments will take place on each of
eight projects and may involve the following:
• Clinic support/patient care
• Public health screening and consultation
• Student physicals, eye exams, dental care
• Missionary training/coaching
• Community health consultation
What can you accomplish in only 2 weeks?
• Improve the health of students and communities.
• Help students with poor eyesight to see and read.
• Build trust between missionaries and the community.
• Coach/Train rural health workers.
• Guide missionaries in regions with great health concerns.
To learn more about these types of mission
opportunities, email dgoodson@afmonline.org
For more information about AFM, check out our website at www.afmonline.org.
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Radiology

BY J. PAUL JACOBSON, MD, CHAIR , DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLO GY,
AND ADINA F. ACHIRILOAIE ’05, FACULTY, DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLO GY

The department of radiology is in transition since David B. Hinshaw Jr. ’71
stepped down as chairperson after three
decades of service. In his place, Loma Linda University (LLU)
has appointed J. Paul Jacobson, MD, MPH, FACR, as the new
chairperson. Dr. Jacobson looks forward to the challenge of
transitioning the majority of the radiology department to its
new location in the newly constructed LLU Medical Center
tower. The new location is strategically placed adjacent to the
emergency department to provide timely care.
The new radiology department will be equipped with
three CT scanners, two MRI scanners, and new ultrasound,
nuclear medicine, and general diagnostic equipment. In anticipation of an increase in clinical demands and staff turnover,
six new faculty members have been recruited. Four of the
six recruits are School of Medicine alumni: JENNIFER
N. BURNS-BENGGON ’15 (neuroradiology), YUKI
MIURA ’16 (abdominal and nuclear radiology), GENE
KITAMURA ’10 (musculoskeletal radiology), and
AMANDA L. AGUILERA ’06 (general diagnostic and
neuroradiology). This will increase the radiology faculty to
38 full-time equivalents.
Recently, two of our long-standing faculty members
received recognition at the 2021 Annual Medical Staff
Dinner Meeting. GLENN A. ROUSE ’76-A received
recognition for education, and DANIEL K. KIDO ’65
received professional recognition. Sheri Harder, MD, our
department’s director of medical student education, is
playing an increasingly active educational role within the
School of Medicine. In addition, she is also developing a
radiology student education curriculum and mentors the
radiology medical student interest group.
In order to anticipate future needs of Loma Linda
University Health, the department will be diverting a
portion of its resources to the following fields within informatics: technology evaluation, 3D imaging, and machine
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learning/artificial intelligence. In order to gain additional
expertise in artificial intelligence, graduating resident
RAJEEV NOWRANGI ’15 will be attending the new
informatics fellowship at the University of Cincinnati and
plans to return to LLU and lead the radiology informatics
section. We are also trying to acquire additional engineering
expertise to optimize the use of our new equipment. To that
end we are exploring a new relationship with the engineering
department of Walla Walla University. We continue to

“

A MAJORITY OF THE RADIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT IS TRANSITIONING TO THE
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED LLU MEDICAL
CENTER TOWER. THE NEW LOCATION IS
STRATEGICALLY PLACED ADJACENT TO THE
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE
TIMELY CARE.

maintain an active working relationship with Mark Haake,
PhD, MRI physicist, who helped our department become a
leader in the utilization of Susceptibility Weighted Imaging.
Finally, we hope to invigorate our relationships with our
alumni by expanding the quality of our quarterly journal,
the Radiogram, to feature more articles on new initiatives the
department is taking, as well as faculty and their research.
In addition, we welcome the opportunity to develop new
relationships with other radiologists who are LLU alumni.n
Dr. Jacobson has enjoyed teaching at Loma Linda University since
2004. In his free time he can be found spending time with his wife
and children.
Dr. Achiriloaie specializes in neuroradiology and
breast imaging. She completed both her residency
and fellowship at Loma Linda University and has
served on staff for seven years. In her spare time, she
enjoys hiking, traveling, and relaxing at the beach with her family.

Dr. Kido returned to LLU as director
of the neuroradiology section, where he
participated in the National Institutes of
Health grant to study iron deposition in the
brains of patients with Alzheimer’s disease

and was the director of the animal research
lab in the basic sciences department. Dr.
Kido retired as director of neuroradiology
in 2013; however, he continued to practice
neuroradiology. He maintains his position
as director of research in the radiology
department and continues to encourage
residents and fellows to pursue academic
excellence and develop an interest in
research. In 2015, Dr. Kido was awarded
Class of 1965 Loma Linda School of
Medicine Alumnus of the Year.
Dr. Kido plans to continue to help
develop a research infrastructure for the
radiology department, with the primary goal
of keeping radiology at the forefront of clinical care. Some exciting future plans include
establishing summer fellowships in collaboration with Walla Walla University engineering students, creating an informatics
department, and developing a structured
model for acquiring extramural grants.n

director, J. Paul Jacobson, MD, in managing
and improving the radiology residency
program, until recently being nominated
for and accepting the residency program
director position.

In her position, she has mentored and
encouraged several generations of residents
to excel academically and clinically, as well as
personally aiding some residents in pursuing
desired fellowships and career opportunities. Dr. Kinne also established the global
health rotation for the radiology residency
and is currently focusing on growing the
opportunities for residents to serve in both
the local community and abroad.
Within the larger context of the
hospital, she is currently the vice president
of the LLU Medical Center Medical Staff
Executive Committee. In the broader world
of radiology, she has been a member of the
American College of Radiology Council,
the legislative body that governs the College
and establishes policy for all of radiology,
since 2017.
Outside of work, Dr. Kinne’s interests
also include running, mountain biking, golf,
and traveling.n

RADIOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Daniel K. Kido ’65
Dr. Kido was born in Mountain View,
California, and raised in San Francisco. He
earned his undergraduate degree at Pacific
Union College, where he met his future
wife, Elissa. After medical school at Loma
Linda University (LLU), he completed
a radiology residency at USC Medical
Center and a neuroradiology fellowship at
NYH-Cornell Medical Center.
Dr. Kido started his career at Brigham
& Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical
School in 1976, after which he became
the chief of the neuroradiology section at
Strong Memorial Hospital, University of
Rochester, New York, and later at Barnes
Hospital, Washington University. In 2000,

RADIOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Erica L. Kinne ’08
Dr. Kinne was born and raised in
Kettering, Ohio, and completed her undergraduate degree at Southern Adventist
University in Chattanooga, Tennessee. She
earned her medical degree at Loma Linda
University (LLU) in 2008 and stayed on to
complete her radiology residency at LLU,
where she acted as chief resident during
her senior year. Dr. Kinne completed a
fellowship in musculoskeletal radiology at
the University of California, San Diego. In
2014, after fellowship, Dr. Kinne returned
as a musculoskeletal and body radiologist
attending at LLU. In short order, she became
assistant residency program director and
played a key role in assisting former program
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nostic medical director and his service on
multiple academic committees. He has
worked tirelessly to expand the scope and
complexity of our neurodiagnostic services.
His efforts have yielded over 30 EEG/IOM

technicians and personnel and epilepsy
monitoring unit beds in the adult and children’s hospitals.
Dr. Losey’s experience in navigating the
complexities of clinical research led to his
appointments as director of research within
neurology and as chair of the Institutional
Review Board from 2016–2021. His
professional accomplishments were recognized with his induction into Alpha Omega
Alpha Honor Medical Society in 2014, and
he has served as vice-chair of neurology since
2016. Most recently, he was instrumental in
developing our resident longitudinal clinic,
new neurology student clinic, and several
attending-based subspecialty clinics at the
Social Action Community Health System
(SACHS). In 2021, he accepted a role as
assistant chief medical officer at SACHS.
Between his professional roles, Dr.
Losey enjoys spending time with his wife,
April Losey, and their two delightful sons,
Grant and Benjamin.n

Laura D. Nist ’95

BY BRYAN E. TSAO ’96, CHAIR ,
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLO GY

with me when I began serving as chair in 2007. The department of
neurology has been blessed with sound faculty, guidance from Loma
Linda University Faculty Medical Group (LLUFMG) and Loma
Linda University School of Medicine (LLUSM) leadership, and
has graduated generations of neurology residents and students. We
consider ourselves a family, serving our patients, the next generation
of neurologists, and our community.
BRADLEY A. COLE ’92 has profoundly influenced the
neuroscience curriculum and medical student rotation levels. Most
recently, he developed an integrated eight-week neurology/psychiatry clerkship. We find students appreciate the overlap between the
two disciplines, performing highly on the national board exam in
neurology. Recent surveys of graduating medical students show that
more than 90% of LLUSM students rank their neurology clerkship
as “good” or “excellent,” well above the national average.
All our faculty members are specialty-trained in dementia,
epilepsy, headache, movement disorders, multiple sclerosis, neurocritical care, neuromuscular disorders, and stroke/vascular neurology. In
the academic realm, our integrated neurology residency has four residents per year and a successful fellowship in clinical neurophysiology.
Our more recent fellowships include movement disorders and neuromuscular neurotherapeutics, and we anticipate starting a headache
fellowship. We received Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education approval for a 2022 Riverside University Health System
(RUHS) neurology residency, directed by Jigansa Patel, MD, focused
on developing community neurologists.
Our department values educational excellence and diversity,
exceeding the national average for women faculty in neurology, and
we have one of the highest rates of recruiting our residents and
fellows as faculty. We average over 20 peer-reviewed journal articles
and book chapters per year, and our faculty serve on numerous
national boards.
Offering patients access to therapeutic clinical trials is an integral
facet of academic medicine. As such, neurology conducts some of
the highest volumes of clinical trials among all LLUSM clinical

Social Action Community Health System,
the expansion of neurology services at the
Loma Linda VA Hospital, and reestablishing an academic neurology service at
Riverside University Health System. Eleven
of Dr. Nist’s former trainees currently serve
on the neurology faculty at LLU. She was
inducted into Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society in 1999.

NEUROLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Neurology
“Make sure to start your day by aligning your
personal and spiritual life with God’s will,”
was sage advice B. Lyn Behrens ’63-aff shared

Dr. Nist is recognized as a skilled and
compassionate clinician, focusing on the
treatment of neuromuscular disease. She
was the recipient of the inaugural LLUMC
Medical Staff Customer Satisfaction Award
in 2006, recognized as a Fellow of the
American Academy of Neurology in 2017,
and has received the neurology resident
awarded Teacher of the Year award many
times. While she is stepping down as residency program director in 2021, Dr. Nist
will continue to lead, serving as neurology
associate chair of education and director
of the clinical neurophysiology fellowship.
She also provides university-wide service
as a prior member of the LLU Diversity
Council and is a co-author of the recently
published book “Building My Village:
A Woman’s Guide Through a Career in
Medicine.” Dr. Nist enjoys spending time
with her husband, Phil, and their children,
and her hobbies include hiking with their
dogs and reading.n

departments, including industry-sponsored, extramural, and investigator-initiated trials in the fields of epilepsy, movement disorders,
neuromuscular disorders, and multiple sclerosis.
In alignment with our institutional mission, TRAVIS E.
LOSEY ’02 and Warren Boling, MD, chair, department of neurosurgery, embarked on a collaborative trip to Malawi to develop a
comprehensive epilepsy program. They had fruitful meetings with
colleagues at Malamulo Adventist Hospital and Queen Elizabeth
Central Hospital, leading to ongoing projects to improve the care of
epilepsy in Malawi.
In 2020, we had over 20,000 clinical and electrodiagnostic visits in
our American Association of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic
Medicine accredited EMG laboratory and our faculty medical clinic
alone. Our Center for Restorative Neurology (CRN), directed by
Jeffrey Rosenfeld, MD, PhD, provides integrated comprehensive
allied health services to patients with neurological disorders. The
CRN enabled us to be recognized as an ALS certified center, a
partner in myasthenia gravis care, and the recipient of grants for
operational excellence. Dr. Losey developed neurology services at
the new Social Action Community Health System campus where
we host residency, student, and faculty-led clinics. Regionally,
RUBY KOSHY ’10 directs our comprehensive neurology services
at RUHS.
To face the growing demand for cerebrovascular care, our
stroke director, Vincent Truong, MD, led Loma Linda University
Medical Center (LLUMC) to become the Inland Empire’s only
Joint Commission accredited Comprehensive Stroke Center (2016).
Our Primary Stroke Center designations at RUHS and LLUMC–
Murrieta form a coordinated hub-and-spoke model for regional care.
Our continued collaboration with the department of neurosurgery has expanded our Level 4 Epilepsy Center into one
of the most productive and innovative programs in Southern
California. Alongside this program, the LLUMC Neurodiagnostic
and Intraoperative Monitoring Lab, directed by Dr. Losey and
GORDON W. PETERSON ’74, provides comprehensive video
EEG and OR monitoring services to enhance the quality of our
surgical programs.
The new LLUMC hospital will feature a 32-bed neuroscience
progressive care unit along with a six-bed adult epilepsy monitoring
(Continued on page 50)

After graduating from the School of
Medicine in 1995, Dr. Nist completed her
neurology residency at Loma Linda and a
fellowship in clinical neurophysiology and
neuromuscular disease at the University
of Virginia. She then joined the faculty at
Loma Linda University (LLU) and served as
assistant program director before becoming
the program director of the neurology residency in 2005. She spearheaded the growth
of the residency from a three-year program
with six residents to an integrated four-year
program with 16 residents. The residency
has been integral to the expansion of clinical
care throughout the region, including the
development of the Comprehensive Stroke
Center at LLU Medical Center (LLUMC),
establishing resident longitudinal clinics at

NEUROLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Travis E. Losey ’02
From the time of his graduation
from Loma Linda University School of
Medicine in 2002, neurology residency at
Loma Linda University Medical Center
(LLUMC), and fellowship in epilepsy at
the Barrow Neurological Institute from
2006–2008, Dr. Losey was identified as a
potential faculty member and valued leader
in the department of neurology. Over the
years, he has proven to be an adept and
collaborative expert in complex epilepsy,
with highly praised educational skills as
attested to by our residents, students,
and fellows. His ability to problem solve,
communicate clearly, and represent the
interests of our department led to his 2009
appointment as the LLUMC neurodiag-
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(Left) ANDREW POP ’21 does a celebratory handstand after receiving his degree. (Right) ADWOA WIAFE ’21 smiles during the preparation time at
the Centennial Complex parking lot before the drive-through conferring of degrees ceremony.

Graduation 2021
BY TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88

D

ear Graduates,
When I think of the class of 2021, you are unique
because you studied and learned your craft in the midst
of a global pandemic. But what particularly stands out are the many
moments, in the midst of medical school, where you connected, you
reached out, and you made a difference.
From the moment you set foot on campus, your impact has
been felt. Taking the time to intently listen to patients during the
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Orientation to Medicine course in your first year gave patients an
opportunity to connect with a brand-new health care provider
and to feel that their experience mattered. Creating opportunities
for students to help each other, your class has been instrumental
in growing peer-to-peer mentoring and support. As the School
of Medicine developed its new curriculum, your leadership was
instrumental in providing student perspective and planning to
benefit future students. Members of your class volunteered over-

(Left) KIMBERLY DELEON ’21 triumphantly exits the stage after receiving her degree from TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 and RICHARD H. HART ’70.
(Right) Graduate EMELYN MAGTANONG ’21 holds one of her biggest fans for a photo.

seas and locally and found creative ways to continue to serve, even
as the country shut down. You have helped to promote a culture of
integrity and wellness. Your interactions with patients during your
clinical years evidenced your compassion and desire to advocate
for patients.
As you look to the future, we are so proud of all that you have
accomplished, both individually and as a class. The sacrifices that
you and your families have made in order for you to earn the degree
of Doctor of Medicine are immense. Most importantly, you have
faithfully given honor and praise to the God who has strengthened
and supported you throughout this journey. As you go forth to the
challenges of residency and practice, we are so excited to see where
God will lead you. The promise is sure:
“‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ says the Lord. ‘They are
plans for good and not for disaster, to give you a future and a hope.

In those days when you pray, I will listen. If you look for Me wholeheartedly, you will find Me,’” Jeremiah 29:11–13 (NLT).
I pray for God’s richest blessings for each of you. You have
changed us for the better. May the unique mission of Loma Linda
University “to continue the healing and teaching ministry of Jesus
Christ” be a foundation for your practice. We will miss you and
hope you will be able to visit as alumni to share with us all that God
is doing in your lives!n
Dr. Shankel is board-certified in internal medicine and
general pediatrics. She serves as senior associate dean,
medical student education for the School of Medicine.
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Student Awards
Congratulations to the class of 2021, the newest members
of the Alumni Association, School of Medicine of Loma
Linda University. We would like to extend special acknowledgment to each of the graduates who received the following
awards and recognition during their time in medical school.

• Alumni Association of Loma Linda University
Herber Award: Hannah Choi, Trace Huang, Whitney
N. Kagabo, Christina M. Mansour, Ryan A. Marais,
Leah J. Scott, Austin J. Smith, Nicholas J. Synstelien,
Yun Wang, Hyelin You
• Class of 1990 Heart for Service Award: Reed A.
Nerness, Kristoff Foster
DEPARTMENT AWARDS

TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88 and GINA J. MOHR ’96 with the 2021 Herber
Award recipients.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AWARDS

• President’s Award: Benjamin J. Gow-Lee
• Wil Alexander Whole Person Care Award:
Adwoa O. Wiafe
• Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society: Jeremy R.
Brown, Damien P. Cannon, Bradley A. Carlson, Kylo
R. Cautivar, Crystal H. Chang, Hannah Choi, Corbin
D. Donham, Joshua E. Edmondson, Benjamin J.
Gow-Lee, Nathan P. Hinrichs, Trace Huang, Austin
Huh, Jason Jia, Donovan G. Kearns, Brandon S. King,
Katherine R. Knox-Concepcion, Ashley Li, Richard
C. Lindsey, Kory Markel, Reed A. Nerness, Jaimie
Park, Jonathan T. Pham, Mitchell D. Prins, Leah J.
Scott, Stephen W. Shannon, Austin J. Smith, Luke A.
Spady, Nicholas J. Synstelien, Hsin H. Tsai, Yun Wang,
Matthew N. Wilson, Hyelin You
• Gold Humanism Honor Society: Alexis L. Carnduff,
Crystal H. Chang, Esther Y. Choi, Hannah Choi, Leah
M. Daniel, Kristoff V. Foster, Benjamin J. Gow-Lee,
Nathan P. Hinrichs, Jason Jia, Ashley Li, Ryan A.
Marais, Kory Markel, Joyce J. McRae, Nathaniel
D. Ng, Andrew J. Park, Neera M. Shah, Nehaly M.
Shah, Garrett W. Shanks, Austin J. Smith, Nicholas
J. Synstelien, Hsin H. Tsai, Cristian Villegas, Taylor
M. Virtue, Karl C. Wallenkampf, Adwoa O. Wiafe,
Matthew N. Wilson, Hyelin You
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• Department of Anesthesiology
Bernard D. Briggs ’40 Award: Alexander N. Sumarli
• Department of Emergency Medicine
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Award:
Kory Markel
3 a.m. Award: Louis A. Ugalde
• Department of Family Medicine
Walter P. Ordelheide ’54 Award: Michelle P. Narita,
Matthew K. Sturm
• Department of Gynecology/Obstetrics
Harold F. Ziprick ’37 Award: Gabrielle E. Marcellino
• Department of Medicine
Daniel D. Comstock ’06 Award: Charlene Wang
Donald E. Griggs ’24 Award: Jonathan T. Pham
Harold J. Hoxie ’33 Award: David A. Deemer,
Kristoff V. Foster
Varner J. Johns Jr. ’45 Award: Reed A. Nerness,
Karl C. Wallenkampf
• Department of Neurology
Guy M. Hunt ’42 Award: Joshua E. Edmondson
AAN Medical Student Prize for Excellence in
Neurology: Johann Kuppers
• Department of Orthopedic Surgery
Philip H. Reiswig ’61 Award: Bradley A. Carlson
• Department of Pediatrics
Robert F. Chinnock ’44-A Award: Nehaly M. Shah
• Department of Preventive Medicine
Distinguished Student in Preventive Medicine
Award: Kettlen C. Borda, Adwoa O. Wiafe
• Department of Psychiatry
Benjamin Kovitz Award: Alexis L. Carnduff
• Department of Radiology
Distinguished Student in Radiology Award—
Interventional Radiology: Andrew Pop
Distinguished Student in Radiology Award—
Diagnostic Radiology: John C. Smith
• Department of Surgery
David B. Hinshaw Sr. ’47 Award: Joyce J. McRae
• Department of Urology
Roger W. Barnes ’22 Award: Joyce J. McRaen

LLUSM Alumni Awards
The following awards and recognitions were presented
to members of the Alumni Association, School of Medicine
of Loma Linda University. Congratulations to each of our
esteemed alumni who have been recognized by Loma Linda
University Health and the School of Medicine for their
outstanding achievements and dedication to the field of
medicine. This list includes alumni who were to be recognized in 2020 as well as those recognized in 2021.
UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

• JAMES L. GULLEY ’95, attending physician,
Center for Cancer Research, National Cancer Institute,
National Institutes of Health. Director, Clinical Trials
Group and Senior Investigator (Tenured), Laboratory
of Tumor Immunology and Biology. Director, Medical
Oncology Service/Chief, Genitourinary Malignancies
Branch, Center for Cancer Research, National Cancer
Institute, National Institutes of Health

CONGRATULATIONS
to the 14 Southern Adventist University
alumni who successfully completed
Loma Linda University School of Medicine
on May 30, 2021.

YOU MAKE US
PROUD!

UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC AWARD

• JEFFREY D. CAO ’71, professor of pathology and
human anatomy
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 2020

• PEDRO B. NAVA, PHD, ’73-FAC, professor of
pathology and human anatomy
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 2021

• LEROY A. REESE ’72, assistant clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology

CONNECT WITH THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION!
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook for weekly features on notable
alumni, updates on Alumni Association events, and more!

GOLD HUMANISM HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEES

• TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88 and ANDREW W.
WAI '11n

@llusmaa

Facebook.com/llusmaa

Military Commissioning and Promotion Ceremony
Following the conferring of degrees at the Loma Linda
University (LLU) School of Medicine commencement
ceremony Sunday, May 30, three members of the class of
2021 were commissioned and promoted as officers of the
U.S. military in a small ceremony held on the steps of the
Coleman Pavilion.
Both dental and medical graduates were commissioned and
promoted. The four LLUSM graduates and their new ranks
are as follows: SHERIDAN L. MESSINGER ’21, U.S.
Navy Ensign; DAPHNEE A. YOUNG ’21, U.S. Air Force
2nd Lt.; PETER WHANG ’21, U.S. Navy Ensign; and
(not in attendance) GABRIELLE MARCELLINO ’21,
U.S. Army 2nd Lt.n

(From left) SHERIDAN L. MESSINGER ’21, DAPHNEE A. YOUNG ’21, and
PETER WHANG ’21 after the military commissioning and promotion ceremony.
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KEY

Name Class Office
First-year Residency Program
First-year Residency Location
Residency Program
Residency Location (State)
Undergraduate School

CM — College of Medicine
SM — School of Medicine
MS — Medical School
MC — Medical Center
U — University
UC — University of California

GRADUATION 2021

Residency information and data for the class statistics were
provided by the LLU School of Medicine Office of Records
and Student Services. We have done our best to correctly
list these items. Graduates can update their information at
WWW.LLUSMAA.ORG. –Eds.

The Graduating
Class of

2021

Leah Daniel
Historian
Medicine/Pediatrics
U of Maryland MC
University of Maryland,
College Park

Andrea Shields
Technology Representative
Pathology
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Samantha Harris
Senator
Pediatrics
U of Pittsburgh MC
Oakwood University

Ryan Marais
Senator
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University

Adriana Alvarez
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Southwestern Adventist
University

Baylee Arnold
Emergency Medicine
U of Massachusetts MS
Pacific Lutheran University

Mina Askar
Internal Medicine
Scripps Mercy Hospital
San Diego
UC San Diego

Kettlen Ataides Borda
Transitional–Preventive Med.
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Chase Atiga
Internal Medicine
California Pacific MC
UC Berkeley

Caroline Aziz
Internal Medicine
Olive View–UCLA MC
Chapman University

Stephanie Baker
Family Medicine
Harbor–UCLA MC
University of Maryland,
Baltimore County

Zachary Barlow I
Family Medicine
St. Mary–Corwin MC (CO)
Pacific Union College

THE
CLASS
OFFICERS
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Joyce McRae
President
General Surgery/Research
LLU Medical Center
Baylor University

Esther Choi
Co-Vice President
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UCLA

Tyler Haase I
Co-Vice President
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Alexis Elssmann
Social Vice President
Pediatrics
Orlando Health Arnold
Palmer Hosp.
Pepperdine University

Connie Oh
Secretary/Treasurer
Internal Medicine
Cedars–Sinai Medical Center
UC San Diego

Melody Bellora
Pediatrics
Case Western/U Hosps.
Cleveland MC (OH)
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Jeremy Brown
Orthopedic Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Jill Buller
Family Medicine
Adventist Health Ukiah
Valley (CA)
Andrews University

Armando Camacho-Santos
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Damien Cannon
Orthopedic Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Linfield College

Victor Cao
Emergency Medicine
Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center (CA)
California State University,
San Bernardino

Cristian Villegas
Pastor
Physical Medicine & Rehab
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Nathaniel Ng
Sports Coordinator
Family Medicine
In His Image (OK)
Seattle Pacific University

Adrianne Magsipoc
Community Service Coord.
Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Lorie-Mae Nicolas
Alumni Representative
Pediatrics
Penn State Hershey MC
City U of New York
Brooklyn College

Stephanie Chang
Historian
Obstetrics and Gynecology
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Ben Caputo
General Surgery
Mountain AHEC (NC)
Baylor University

Bradley Carlson
Orthopedic Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Union College

Alexis Carnduff
Psychiatry
U of Washington Affil.
Hosps.
Union College

Kylo Cautivar
Medicine–Preliminary
Riverside Community Hospital
Physical Medicine & Rehab
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Crystal Chang
Medicine–Preliminary
U of Illinois CM–Chicago
Diagnostic Radiology
Mayo Clinic Sch. of Grad.
Medical Education (MN)
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

Matthew Chang
Medicine–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University
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Though the campus may change,
you will always be family.

Faculty Medical Group
26 |

We would not be where we are today without the hard work and dedication of each one of
you, evident by the impact you have made in the world. As we prepare for the next phase of
fulfilling our Mission to Continue the Healing Ministry of Jesus Christ, we are reaching out to
partner with you as a member of our family. In preparation for the completion of our new
hospital in 2020, our commitment is to grow our clinical faculty, meeting the needs of the
Inland Empire, Southern California, and the world. If you have an interest in returning home,
or know anyone who would like to join the team, we would love to hear from you. You can visit
our website at www.socaldocs.com or contact me anytime.
Mike Unterseher, CMSR
Director of Physician Recruitment
909-558-5912
munterseher@llu.edu

GRADUATION 2021

Zubin Chang
Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–
Fontana (CA)
Southern Adventist University

GRADUATION 2021

Kristofer Cherepuschak
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

Breana Chin
Family Medicine
Aurora St. Lukes MC (WI)
La Sierra University

Hannah Choi
Neurological Surgery
U of Kentucky MC
Pacific Union College

Esther Chu
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Sunghyun Chung
Family Medicine
Emanate Health (CA)
Sahmyook University

Lauren Geoffrion
Pediatrics
Newark Beth Israel (NJ)
Biola University

Dragos Ghinea
Family Medicine
Aurora St. Lukes MC (WI)
Universitatea Tehnică de
Construcţii din Bucureşti

Paul Gilbert
Surgery–Preliminary
UC San Francisco East Bay
U of Massachusetts, Amherst

JOYCE MCRAE ’21 addresses her fellow classmates during
the 2021 Hooding Ceremony held Friday, May 28, 2021,
in the University Church.
Andrea Cragoe
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Bethel University

Charles Croughan
Internal Medicine
Kettering Health Network
(OH)
Andrews University

Jessica Davis
Obstetrics and Gynecology
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

David Deemer
Internal Medicine
U of Wisconsin Hospital
and Clinics
Union College

Kimberly DeLeon
Pediatrics
AdventHealth Florida
University of West Florida

Corbin Donham
Emergency Medicine
Western Michigan U
Stryker SM
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Martha Duah
Psychiatry
Boston University MC
Andrews University

Martha Delgado
Internal Medicine
U of Southern California
Southern Adventist University

Joshua Edmondson
Neurology
Case Western/U Hosps.
Cleveland MC (OH)
Westmont College

Darnell Gordon
Emergency Medicine
Ohio State University MC
Oakwood University

Daniel Gross
Family Medicine
Michigan State Rural
Walla Walla University

Benjamin Gow-Lee
Internal Medicine
University of Utah Health
Walla Walla University

Matthew Hagele
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University

Adriel Green
Emergency Medicine
St. Agnes MC (CA)
Southern Adventist University

Jason Hager
Anesthesiology
Cedars-Sinai MC
Walla Walla University

From the Class President
Dear friends and fellow doctors from the class of 2021,
Congratulations. As you read this, I imagine you are
settling into your new roles across the U.S. I know all
of us are facing this transition with both excitement
and fear. Feeling both emotions is important—we
each earned this next step, but that doesn’t change the
fact we will have much to learn every single day. As you
man your phones and pagers, I hope you also pause to
recognize and embrace that you are living the dream
you always wanted. It has been and will continue to be
a messy dream, but it will be incredible as well.
When the days and tasks become overwhelming, I
hope you remember that you are never alone. Between
your team, your family, your friends (new and old),
your co-interns, and God, you are surrounded and
uplifted by those who love you. They will pour into
you when you’ve spent so much of yourself giving to
others. Continue to practice those skills of self-care
you learned out of necessity in the crucible of medical
school—bake that bread, build that furniture, take
those photos, eat that meal, and attend that service.
Cultivating the “you” outside of medicine is just
as important.
Y’all are wonderful,

JOYCE MCRAE ’21
KRISTELLE IMPERIO-LAGABON ’21 flashes a victorious peace sign out
the window of a Hummer limousine filled with her family and supporters
during the drive-through conferring of degrees ceremony.
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Kristoff Foster
Internal Medicine
Vanderbilt University
Medical Center (TN)
Oakwood University

Christopher Galley
Pediatrics
Valley Children's
Healthcare (CA)
UC Riverside

Christopher Garabet
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
U of Southern California

Benjamin Herzel
Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Union College

Nathan Hinrichs
Family Medicine
Allina Health (MN)
Bethel University

Ryan Holas
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

P.S. If you ever need a pep talk, you know where to
find me.
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THE CLASS OF 2021

By the
Numbers
172 Total MD graduates

Peter Houmann
Surgery–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Trace Huang
Psychiatry
UC Riverside SM
La Sierra University

Austin Huh
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Daniel Iancu
Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–
Santa Clara (CA)
UC Riverside

Julia Kerbs
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Blair Kim
Psychiatry
Kern Medical Center (CA)
U of Southern California

Ivan Kim
Medicine/Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Sohyun Kim
Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Columbia U in the City of
New York

Brandon King
Anesthesiology
Mount Sinai Hospital (NY)
Walla Walla University

Katherine Knox-Concepcion
Pediatrics
Cincinnati Children's
Hospital MC
UC Berkeley

Matthew Im
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Kristelle Imperio-Lagabon
Internal Medicine
Cleveland Clinic Fdn.
Walla Walla University

IL Seok Jeong
Internal Medicine
Olive View–UCLA MC
UCLA

Chunghun Ji
General Surgery
AdventHealth Florida
La Sierra University

Courtney Kohne
Internal Medicine
Mountain AHEC (NC)
East Tennessee State U

Johann Kuppers
Family Medicine
Providence St. Peter
Hospital (WA)
Simon Fraser University

Joanne Lee
Internal Medicine
California Pacific MC
Andrews University

Sarah Lee
Surgery–Preliminary
New York–Presbyterian/
Weill Cornell MC
UCLA

James Lelis
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
OMFS
LLU Medical Center
University of Utah

Ashley Li
Urology
U of Rochester MC
UC Davis

HyeIn Ji
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Jason Jia
Medicine–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Eva Johnson
Psychiatry
Texas A&M-Bryan/
College Station
University of Pittsburgh,
Main Campus

Whitney Kagabo
Orthopedic Surgery
Johns Hopkins Hospital
(MD)
Johns Hopkins University

Lauren Lightbourne Jele

Richard Lindsey
Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic Sch. of Grad.
Medical Education (MN)
Biola University

Luke Kang I
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Nicolas Kang
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Yoona Kang
Family Medicine
Northside Hospital
Gwinnett (GA)
Andrews University

Donovan Kearns
Transitional
Riverside Community Hospital
Dermatology
LLU Medical Center
Wheaton College

Hana Litvin
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Scripps College

74 Female graduates (43%)
98 Male graduates (57%)
10 Children born during med school
TOP SPECIALTIES
40 Internal Medicine (23%)
23 Family Medicine (13%)
15 Tie: Pediatrics and Psychiatry (9%)
12 Emergency Medicine (7%)
10 Anesthesiology (6%)
TOP RESIDENCY LOCATIONS
60 LLU Medical Center (35%)
4 Tie: Kettering Health Network,
Mayo Clinic (3%)

3 Tie: Cedars–Sinai Medical Center,
Case Western (2%)

2 Tie: 18 locations with two graduates
each (1%)

Oakwood University

ETHNIC ORIGIN

(as specified by students)

61 Asian or Pacific Islander (36%)
12 Black Non-Hispanic (7%)
23 Hispanic (13%)
65 White Non-Hispanic (38%)
11 Multiple Ethnicities (6%)
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Kara Lodenkamp
Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University

S. ALEC ZANE ’21 (in flower lei) is joined by three alumni family members outside of Centennial
Complex: grandfather, ERNEST S. ZANE ’56 (left); mother, COLLEEN A. GENIBLAZO ’92; and
father, STEVEN E. ZANE ’90 (right); capturing three generations of Loma Linda University School
of Medicine alumni shortly before the conferring of degrees on Sunday, May 30, 2021.
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Kyle Logan
Psychiatry
Riverside University
Health System (CA)
La Sierra University

Yamile Lozano
Internal Medicine
UC San Diego MC
Yale University

Cesar Luceno

Christina Mansour
Internal Medicine
Scripps Mercy Hospital
San Diego
UC San Diego

Gabrielle Marcellino
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Womack Army MC
Andrews University

Kory Markel
Emergency Medicine
Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center (MA)
Colorado State University

Michael Moores
Physical Medicine & Rehab
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University

Michelle Narita
Family Medicine
Eisenhower MC (CA)
Southern Adventist University

Nathan Nellessen
Occupational & Env. Med.
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Reed Nerness
Internal Medicine
Oregon Health & Science U
Walla Walla University

Haley Norris
Psychiatry
UC Riverside SM
Union College

Nathan Oh
Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–
Los Angeles (CA)
Carnegie Mellon University
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Burman University

Zachary Luke
Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Union College

Matthew Lund
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Emelyn Magtanong
Surgery–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Luis Olmedo Temich
Surgery–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Union College

Nilmini Pang
Family Medicine
U of Tennessee CM–
Chattanooga
La Sierra University

Andrew Park

Benjamin McCluskey

Sheridan Messinger
Transitional
Naval Medical Center
San Diego
University of Tennessee,
Chattanooga

Lauren Miller
Family Medicine
PeaceHealth Southwest
Medical Center (WA)
University of Nevada, Reno

Mitchell Prins
Internal Medicine
Scripps Clinic/Green
Hospital (CA)
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Sany Rajagukguk
Internal Medicine
Adventist Health White
Memorial (CA)
Harding University

Melanie Roman
General Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Leah Scott
Emergency Medicine
University of Utah Health
Westminster College

Walla Walla University

IAN WALTERS ’21 pauses for a handshake and quick photo with Loma
Linda University Health president, RICHARD H. HART ’70, on the
commencement stage.

Jaimie Park
Otolaryngology
LLU Medical Center
Northwestern University

Jonathan Pham
Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic Sch. of Grad.
Medical Education (MN)
UCLA

Andrew Pop
Interventional Radiology
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Esther Ramley
Surgery–Preliminary
St. Joseph Mercy (MI)
Southern Adventist University

Ruth Ramos
Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Edwina Rao
Internal Medicine
Kettering Health Network
(OH)
Andrews University

Benjamin Robinson
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Seattle Pacific University

Je Dong Ryu
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
OMFS
LLU Medical Center
UC San Diego

Jonathan Sawada
Pediatrics
Kaiser Permanente–
Los Angeles (CA)
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Heather Schlaman
Emergency Medicine
St. Johns Riverside
Hospital (NY)
Walla Walla University

Nicholas Schmidt
Physical Medicine & Rehab
LLU Medical Center
Johns Hopkins University

Devon Scott
Orthopedic Surgery/Research
University of Pittsburgh MC
Oakwood University

Neera Shah Demharter
Pediatrics
Penn. State Hershey MC
California Institute of
Technology

Nehaly Shah
Pediatrics
Case Western/U Hosps.
Cleveland MC (OH)
California Institute of
Technology

Garrett Shanks
Family Medicine
Memorial Hospital (IN)
Taylor University Upland

Stephen Shannon
Family Medicine
In His Image (OK)
Wheaton College

Brenden Sheridan
General Surgery
U of Tennessee Health Sci.
Center–Memphis
Pacific Union College

Southwestern Adventist
University
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Carlos Silva Lynch
Internal Medicine
Cedars–Sinai MC
UCLA

Austin Smith
Medicine/Pediatrics
Medical University of
South Carolina
UCLA

John Smith
Transitional
Kettering Health Network (OH)
Diagnostic Radiology
Baylor College of Medicine
Arizona State University

Luke Spady
Medicine/Pediatrics
UC San Diego MC
Walla Walla University

Matthew Sturm
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Letourneau University

Alexander Sumarli
Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Charlene Wang
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Yun Wang
Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic Sch. of Grad.
Medical Education (MN)
UCLA

Erin Wesner
Anesthesiology
Massachusetts General
Hospital
UC Santa Barbara

Brian Sutjiadi
General Surgery/Research
LLU Medical Center
UC San Diego

Nicholas Synstelien
Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UCLA

Javier Torres
Surgery–Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Diagnostic Radiology
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University

Hsin Hsiang Tsai
Internal Medicine
UCLA Medical Center
California State University,
Long Beach

Louis Ugalde
Emergency Medicine
Northwestern McGaw MC
La Sierra University

Richard Ulangca
Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Peter Whang
General Surgery
Naval Medical Center
San Diego
UC Riverside

Seth White
Transitional
St. Mary Mercy (MI)
Walla Walla University

Adwoa Wiafe
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UC Riverside

Maddison Ulrich
Psychiatry
Prisma Health–U of South
Carolina SM Greenville
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Jennifer van Dyk
Obstetrics and Gynecology–
Preliminary
NewYork–Presbyterian/
Weill Cornell MC
Walla Walla University

Taylor Virtue
Internal Medicine
Providence Health (OR)
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Joel Willard
Child Neurology
Cohen Children's Medical
Center (NY)
Walla Walla University

Matthew Wilson
Surgery–Preliminary
Harbor–UCLA MC
UCLA

Jean Yang
Anesthesiology
Oregon Health & Science U
Pacific Union College

JEREMY BROWN ’21 and RICHARD ULANGCA ’21 pose for a photo in
the Centennial Complex parking lot before the drive-through conferring
of degrees ceremony.

CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST OF LUCK TO THE
CLASS OF 2021!
(From left) HALEY NORRIS ’21, CAROLINE AZIZ ’21, ADRIANA
ALVAREZ ’21, MINA ASKAR ’21, and YAMILE LOZANO ’21 show off
their newly acquired degrees.
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Adam Vollberg
Internal Medicine
U of Tennessee CM–
Chattanooga
Southern Adventist University

Karl Wallenkampf
Internal Medicine
Barnes–Jewish Hospital (MO)
Walla Walla University

Ian Walters
Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Erin Yim
Internal Medicine
U of Southern California
Drexel University

Hyelin You
Medicine-Preliminary
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Daphnee Young
Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

S. Alec Zane
Psychiatry
St. Joseph's MC (CA)
La Sierra University
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POETRY AND ARTWORK BY THE CLASS OF 2021

FROM LABOR TO
DELIVERANCE
BY ADWOA WIAFE ’21
POEM DESCRIPTION

On my obstetrics rotation, I was moved
by the beauty of God’s design of the
woman's body to bring life into this world
in such a rhythmic pattern—it compelled
me to write this poem. It is a metaphor of
the Sabbath command to labor for six days
and then experience the freedom of rest, a
deliverance of our labors pointing to the
future eternal rest from the labor pains of
this world. If you’re going through labor,
God is giving you a promise of deliverance
from your struggles.n

The waves approach

Hear the cries of victory

Frequency is slow

It is finished!

Gentle waves

Let love, fill the air

As time awaits
She approaches the time

A sweet smelling aroma

The waves come faster stronger
She must ride them

The bond that is shared

For new life is at the end of the waves

None broken

oakwood.edu | (256) 726-7000

The tears flow
Ride them, dance in the waves…

As the cord of slavery is cut

Hear the voices that cheer you on

Freedom fills the air

Push
PUSH

Dr. Wiafe was born in the
mission field of Ethiopia to
Ghanaian and Zambian parents,
and grew up near Loma Linda.
She will be completing a family medicine
residency at Loma Linda University.

Lauren Campbell
Kristoﬀ Foster
Darnell Gordon
Samantha Harris
Devon Scott

PUSH!!!
Now breathe
Brief moments of rest
Before the next wave hits
Her body moves to the constant

Let us rest and Shabbat
In this moment of peace
Experience the joy, of relief
Extravagance...
...New Birth
Deliverance...

Recurrent rhythm of the waves

Enter into a new life

Dance my daughter, dance

A new creation

Harder

Ah ...the vibrant beauty of it all

HARDER

We celebrate your accomplishments
and pray for God’s blessings as you
bring healing and hope to others.

Benjamin Joshua Gow-Lee ‘16
Daniel Joseph Gross ‘15
Matthew Lawrence Hagele ‘16
Jason Alexander Hager ‘17
Kristelle Joie Imperio-Lagabon ‘17
Brandon Stephen King ‘17
Kara Ashley Lodenkamp ‘16
Ryan Alistair John Marais ‘16
Benjamin McCluskey ‘11 and ‘14
Michael Scott Moores ‘17
Reed Allison Nerness ‘15
Heather Melody Schlaman ‘17
Luke Anthony Spady ‘16
Javier Daniel Torres ‘17
Jennifer Elizabeth van Dyk ‘16
Karl Christian Wallenkampf ‘16
Seth White ‘16
Joel Augustus Willard ‘16

“Trust in the LORD with all your
heart; do not depend on your own
understanding. Seek his will in
all you do, and he will show you
which path to take.”
Proverbs 3:5-6

PUSH!!!
To stay connected, visit
wallawalla.edu/alumni
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MICROSCOPIC
SEBORRHEIC
KERATOSIS
BY ANDREA SHIELDS ’21

PAINTING DESCRIPTION

Deciding on a medical specialty was
one of the most challenging aspects of
my medical school experience. I enjoyed
everything, yet nothing fit perfectly until I
discovered pathology. Although I will definitely miss interfacing with patients, I find
so much beauty in examining slides and I
am excited to embark on a career that will
impact patients behind the scenes. I chose to
paint a seborrheic keratosis because patients
often complain they are unsightly, but from
my perspective I wonder if perhaps they
have just been looking at it all wrong.n
Dr. Shields is remaining in Loma
Linda to begin her pathology
residency at Loma Linda
University Medical Center.

EPHEMERAL JOY
BY NEERA SHAH DEMHARTER ’21

POEM DESCRIPTION

I wrote this poem after completing
my NICU elective. It was one way I felt I
could honor the patients and the families I
worked with and bonded with there.n
Dr. Shah Demharter is a
pediatrics resident at Penn State
Milton S. Hershey Medical
Center. She enjoys writing freeform
poetry about various topics in her spare time.
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inside these flexible bones
beats a perplexed heart
short of practice
trying and trying to overcome
waves rushing backwards and
sails flopping in the wrong direction
can we save her please
maybe she was meant to go on day three
we shall weep the rest of our lives
for experiencing such tiny perfection
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WILSON G. THOMAS ’13

Carvedilol is an essential drug for heart conditions like Faith’s and is
not widely available to patients in Malawi who often only have access to
much older and less effective drugs. Funding is needed to provide this
drug for free to patients at Malamulo Heart Clinic.

get is often underdosed. This is because many drugs are expensive
or unavailable, and most providers haven’t been adequately trained.
The lack of access to basic laboratory and echocardiographic imaging
compounds the problems. This is of great consequence because
modern medical therapies, when used correctly, will dramatically
improve the length and quality of life for patients like Faith.
In February 2019, Dr. Gobble started a regular referral clinic at
MAH specifically for heart failure patients after seeing the needs of
so many patients just like Faith. Some are elderly with longstanding
hypertension, chronic lung disease, or schistosomiasis. Some are
young children with rheumatic heart disease. Many, like Faith, have

their own young children to care for and don't have time to be sick,
bouncing from clinic to clinic. The heart clinic provides all patients
with access to a provider with adequate expertise, basic echocardiographic imaging, and appropriate medical therapy.
To this day, Faith returns regularly to receive a quick exam and
get her drugs refilled and titrated. She’s been unable to breastfeed,
but her baby girl is growing and developing well. However, to maintain this level of access to care for these patients, the services must
be provided as inexpensively as possible. For the people of rural
Malawi, a hospital bill of even a few dollars can be an insurmountable obstacle. Because of this, Adventist Health International
has developed a special fund to help these patients. To donate
to the Heart Clinic at Malamulo Adventist Hospital, and have a
profound impact on these patients who so need our help, go to
ahiglobal.org/donate and designate "Malamulo Heart Clinic."n
Dr. Gobble is an internal medicine specialist who worked at Malamulo
Adventist Hospital from May 2016 to May 2021.
Dr. Thomas is a pediatrician and the current medical director at
Malamulo Adventist Hospital where he has served since September 2018.

Pictured above is Malawian clinical officer, Ndalama. He is the main provider at Malamulo Heart Clinic and studied and trained under
TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12.

Malamulo Heart Clinic
BY TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12 AND WILSON G. THOMAS ’13

Faith Banda was 34 years old when she became pregnant with her second child. She went to
the small, rural clinic in her village in Malawi, Africa, when her labor began. Her blood pressure
was found to be elevated, and she was referred to a larger hospital where she received one
antihypertensive drug, and subsequently delivered a baby girl successfully.
That was four weeks before she came to Malamulo Adventist
Hospital (MAH). She’d since become severely short of breath,
unable to walk or lie down. She had gone to another clinic when
the symptoms began and was given an oral diuretic. However, her
symptoms worsened, prompting her to come to Malamulo.
On arrival, she was visibly struggling to breathe and anxiously
worrying about her newborn whom she had left at home. The overnight clinician on call quickly recognized the signs of heart failure
and gave her a high dose of intravenous diuretic. TIMOTHY R.
GOBBLE ’12, internal medicine specialist, saw her a few hours
later, and she was already feeling better. A quick ultrasound scan
of her chest and abdomen revealed dilated cardiac chambers with
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ventricles that were not squeezing adequately. Additionally, he saw
signs that fluid had accumulated in and around her lungs.
While it’s not exactly clear what triggered her heart failure, the
medical literature is clear that such patients need a set of medications that will block specific neurohormonal axes that directly and
indirectly affect the heart’s function. To give Faith's heart the best
chance at recovery, she needed a specific set of drugs, dosed and
titrated correctly.
Over 75,000 patients per year come to MAH. An increasing
portion of these patients suffer from severe non-communicable
diseases. Unfortunately for most patients like Faith, they frequently
receive only a fraction of the drugs they need, and what they do
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The String that Draws Us
to Our Alma Mater

ALUMNI JOURNAL. When asked what she thought of the publication, she replied, “It is the string that draws us to our home, our
alma mater. It is a special magazine that shares the important stories
of our School of Medicine alumni and of our school. I look forward
to each issue with anticipation and I would hate to go without it.”
(Dr. Stilson’s uncle, HUBERT O. SWARTOUT ’33, was
editor of the JOURNAL from 1944–1946).
DEBRA L. STOTTLEMYER ’86, president of the
Alumni Association, 2020–2021, shared, “It has been a humbling
experience to be your Alumni Association president during the year
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Your stories and your experiences
during this year have filtered back from around the world to home
base here at Loma Linda. Inspiring stories which we have shared
via Instagram, video, website posts, and above all, the JOURNAL.
Communication is the glue which holds this community of healers
together and it amazes me how consistently the JOURNAL has
carried on the tradition of storytelling over the decades since it
was first published. Much has changed in the past 90 years, but
the power of stories to unite us, to heal us, to inspire us will never
change. Thank you for continuing to create your unique life story
as a healer by being His hands in the world. I look forward to
hearing your story whether in the pages of the JOURNAL or at
the feet of Jesus in the hopefully not-distant future.”
HENRY K. YEO ’68, editor 1990–2011, said, “I find the
best communication from the Alumni Association to our medical
graduates around the world continues to be the ALUMNI
JOURNAL. The very first issue was a slim newsletter titled “The
JOURNAL,” published in 1931. Ninety years later it is a full-color
photo journal printed on slick paper featuring news and pictures
of our alma mater and stories of alumni whose work has impacted
academia, the practice of medicine, and the general social order. The
ALUMNI JOURNAL is a major contribution to alumni loyalty
and comradery.”
DONNA L. CARLSON ’69, editor 2012, wrote, “The
ALUMNI JOURNAL is a historical record of individual alumni,
the Alumni Association, and the School of Medicine of Loma Linda
University. The JOURNAL is the glue that holds all of us together.”

THE ALUMNI JOURNAL TURNS 90
BY DENNIS E. PARK, MA, ’07-HON

F

or 90 consecutive years, the Alumni Association, School
of Medicine of Loma Linda University has published
the JOURNAL. The 16-page progenitor of our current
JOURNAL was dated January–February, 1931. The first issue was
a leap of faith for the Alumni Association that had traditionally
relied on “circular letters'' to communicate with the alumni. The
67-member class of 1930 increased the graduate total to 502, with
500 living alumni. At that time, many alumni maintained addresses
in California; other graduates, however, were leaving the state to
practice in other parts of the country, including Alaska and Hawaii.
In addition, a number of alumni and their families were stationed
in foreign countries such as Africa, Belgium, Bolivia, China, India,
Japan, Mexico, Persia, and Peru. With this increase in numbers and
widespread locations, the Alumni Association’s board concluded
that the informal circular letters could no longer meet the needs of
the ever-growing alumni community.
A new way of communicating with the College of Medical
Evangelists alumni was desperately needed. The letter writing soon
gave way to a new form of communication: “The JOURNAL of
the Alumni Association College of Medical Evangelists,” which is
known today as “The ALUMNI JOURNAL Alumni Association
School of Medicine of Loma Linda University.”
The reasons the editors gave for producing a “magazine” were
simple, straightforward, and forward thinking. 1) The mailing
of circular letters had become a formidable task, 2) the Alumni

Association “badly needed” a more efficient avenue of communication, 3) the publication’s success would depend on the alumni’s
financial support, giving the editors (their fellow alumni) their
whole-hearted support and encouragement, and 4) by incorporating the school’s name in its title, “The JOURNAL of the Alumni
Association College of Medical Evangelists,” it would exemplify the
character of the institution.
Of this challenge, FRED B. MOOR ’20, then president of the
Alumni Association, opined in Vol. 1, No. 1, that “[t]his magazine
is not just a novelty. …Much of [our] communication can now be
done through these columns.” In the first issue, the editorial board
introduced the new publication to the readers who were asked “to
bear with the mistakes, and constructive criticism will be most
cheerfully received. Such criticism will be the greatest help we will
have in improving each succeeding issue.”
With that inaugural issue, a new era of interacting with the
alumni began. Today, in addition to the JOURNAL, the Alumni
Association enjoys the capability, through social media, to communicate with the alumni in real time through Facebook and Instagram.
The following alumni, who have given countless hours in the
production of the JOURNAL, reflect on the value they see in a
magazine for alumni that tells their stories and the stories of their
alma mater.
MILDRED A. R. STILSON ’46, who celebrated her 100th
birthday on Jan. 16, 2021, was a long-time editorial reader of the

The above image lists all the previous and current editors of the ALUMNI
JOURNAL superimposed on the cover of the first issue published 1931.

BURTON A. BRIGGS ’66, editor 2014–2019, said, “The
editorial staff of the ALUMNI JOURNAL will attempt to foster
pride and respect for our alma mater, encourage loyalty to the
Alumni Association, share alumni news from and to our audience,
and give appropriate recognition to our future alumni—the medical
(Continued on page 50)

(Below) A few of the many ALUMNI JOURNAL cover designs seen over the last 90 years. All issues are accessible on the Alumni Association website.
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Adventist Medical Education
THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF OUR SISTER SCHOOLS OF
MEDICINE AROUND THE WORLD
BY DWIGHT C. EVANS ’73-B

For the past 46 years Loma Linda University School of Medicine (LLUSM) alumni and faculty
have assisted in the development of six new Seventh-day Adventist schools of medicine. Thanks
to the dedication and collaboration of medical education leaders around the world, schools from

For many years there was interest in starting a school of medicine at Mexico’s senior college. When Montemorelos University
in Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, received its university
charter in 1973, extensive planning by a joint LLU and GC health
department ad hoc feasibility team resulted in the opening of
the Montemorelos University School of Medicine (MUSM) in
September 1975 with a health sciences classroom/laboratory
building. MUSM is governed by the Inter-American Division
(IAD) and serves as the IAD’s school of medicine. In 1981,
a German charity organization, Christoffel Blindin Mission,
provided initial funding for a new community teaching hospital.
LLUSM alumni including HOWARD C. SMITH ’32,
NAOMI E. PITMAN ’36, JESS C. HOLM ’52, RICHARD
H. ’73-B and KATHLENE B. GUTH ’73-B, DWIGHT C.
EVANS ’73-B, and RUSSELL E. YOUNGBERG ’49 served
in the first decade of MUSM, and ZENO L. CHARLESMARCEL ’80-AFF served for many years as the dean.
MUSM’s community hospital provides outpatient experience
for its students while most of their inpatient rotations are done
in the highly regarded Muguerza Hospital System in nearby
Monterrey. MUSM’s teaching hospital includes a major ophthalmology institute with a flourishing residency program.
Nahum Garcia, MD, is the director for health sciences and the
medical school dean is Christian Aguilar, MD. The founding dean
was Adelina Rocco, MD, and Kepler Hernandez, MD, and Ricardo
Chavez, MD, were long-standing deans.
MUSM is accredited by the Mexican Council for the
Accreditation of Medical Education (Consejo Mexicana para la
Accreditacion de la Education Medica), and it is the first school
of medicine in Latin America to incorporate lifestyle medicine
throughout its curriculum.
Over the past 45 years, MUSM students have come from over
40 different countries. Currently, 34 countries are represented by
its student body. The school has graduated 1,735 students now

Many of these schools follow a six-year European model (six
years including a “pre-graduate” internship often followed by one
year of “social service” for the government prior to any graduate
applying for residency training) with students matriculating after
higher secondary school education.
Starting in the early 1990s, an ad hoc feasibility review by
the Adventist Accrediting Association (AAA) (or its precursor)
reviewed all applications to develop and start new medical schools.
In 2010, the General Conference (GC) education department
along with the GC health ministries department (in consultation
with numerous global health-related consultants) instituted more
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formal accreditation guidelines for establishing new schools of
medicine. The guidelines were extensively updated in the spring of
2021 in response to lessons learned in their application. Babcock
University and Peruvian Union University were the first to go
through a broad-based, formal process to obtain AAA permission
to begin a new school; full accreditation is the final step. Recently,
provisional approval has been achieved by the Adventist School
of Medicine in East-Central Africa at the Adventist University of
Central Africa.
The following material shares an overview of the development
of Seventh-day Adventist medical schools around the world.

NAHUM GARCIA, MD

Africa to the Philippines are teaching medicine through the lens of Adventism.

Montemorelos University medical students smile for a group photo.

MILTON MESA, MD

MONTEMORELOS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Students at River Plate Adventist University School of Medicine
participate in a simulation lab.

working in 61 countries, including Manuel Wong, MD, who
recently performed the first bilateral lung transplant in Mexico for
a COVID-19 patient.
RIVER PLATE ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

River Plate Adventist University (UAP) in Libertador San
Martin, Entre Rios, Argentina, is the oldest Adventist higher
education institution in South America. In the early 1990s,
UAP began working on establishing a school of medicine with
their core faculty coming from the oldest Adventist hospital in
South America: River Plate Sanitarium and Hospital. The UAP
request initiated a nascent AAA school of medicine feasibility
team chaired by ALBERT S. WHITING ’58 of the GC
health department that included JOHN E. PETERSON ’39,
EDWIN E. VYHMEISTER ’63-AFF, and DWIGHT C.
EVANS ’73-B together with South American physicians that met
in 1992. Despite the forebodings of the South American Division
leadership (concern about financial viability), under the guiding
charismatic vision of Pedro Tabuenca, MD, the UAP School of
Medicine (UAPSM) started in 1994 as a post higher-secondary
six-year curriculum and recently celebrated its 25th anniversary.
UAPSM has a modern classroom/lab building with an extensive modern simulation center. UAPSM students complete clinical
rotations in the River Plate Sanitarium and Hospital as well as in
local regional government hospitals and clinics. UAPSM is highly
involved in its “Mission Institute'' with graduates now serving in
several different countries.
UAPSM is accredited by the National Association of Medical
Schools in Argentina. Its students have come from 51 countries,
and the school has graduated 996 students. The current dean is
Milton Mesa, MD.
BABCOCK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Babcock University in Ilsan-Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria, known
as the Benjamin S. Carson College of Health and Medical Sciences,
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ROGER ALBORNOZ, MD

Babcock University School of Medicine graduates take the physician's
oath during their graduation ceremony.

Peruvian Union University School of Medicine students with their
instructors in 2018.

started its school of medicine in 2012 and graduated its first class
in 2016.
Babcock University School of Medicine (BUSM) is a post-baccalaureate, four-year, university level program and its graduates use
the Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) title. There
have been 204 graduates (2016–2020). BUSM has an on-campus
teaching hospital and also incorporates rotations for its students in
regional government hospitals.
BUSM is accredited by the Nigerian National Universities
Commission and the Medical and Dental Council of Nigeria. It
claims a diverse student body with students from Nigeria, Cote
d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Liberia, Sierra Leon, and Bangladesh. The
school has graduated five classes totaling 204 graduates. The
founding dean of BUSM was I. Okoro, MBBS; the current dean is
B. M. Mandong, MBBS.
PERUVIAN UNION UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Peruvian Union University (UPeU) School of Medicine, a joint
operation of the North and South Peruvian Unions, initiated its
first class in 2012.
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CARLOS BALAREZO ’01-FAC was the founding dean
and led the initial infrastructure development of the classroom
pavilion and the anatomy and microbiology labs. From 2015
through 2019, dean Roger Albornoz, MD, consolidated the school
of medicine's growth with the development of a mock operating
room where students learned how to facilitate patient safety during
procedures. UPeU’s clinical training is done largely at the Good
Hope Clinic Hospital in Lima, with shorter clinical rotations at
Ana Stahl Adventist Clinic in Iquitos, and the American Clinic in
Juliaca. In addition, they have agreements with local Social Security
hospitals. In 2018, the UPeU School of Medicine initiated one of
the most modern and best equipped simulation centers in Peru.
Luis Segura, MD has served as dean since 2020.
UPeU graduated their first medical students in 2018. The results
of the annual Peruvian national residency exam showed that as a
whole UPeU’s medical graduates are among the top ten schools in
Peru, with one of their 2020 graduates earning fourth place among
all graduates. The UPeU School of Medicine is accredited by the
Superintendencia Nacional de Educacion Superior Universitaria
de Peru and is listed in the World Directory of Medical Schools.
UPeU School of Medicine students have come from eleven
countries. Seventy of these students came from outside Peru,
mainly in South America. Annually, there are approximately eight
applicants for every one that is accepted. The UPeU School of
Medicine has graduated three classes totaling 103 graduates.
DANIEL W. GIANG ’83 has been an ongoing advisor for
UPeU, from the initial steps of approval to full AAA accreditation.
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

In the 1950s, WILLIAM RICHLI ’17 raised the idea of
an Adventist school of medicine in the Philippines, but it wasn’t
until the mid-1970s that serious plans were initiated, primarily
due to concerns about classes held on Sabbath. In the late 2010s,
contact with the Philippine accrediting body, the Commission on
Higher Education Technical Committee on Medical Education
(CHED-TCME), began a process that led to initiation of the AAA

DIANE INEZA KIBUUKA
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Medical students in Rwanda gather outside the school of medicine building.

accreditation process. Consequently, the CHED-TCME approved
the Adventist University of the Philippines (AUP) medical school
proposal in December 2014, and the AUP School of Medicine
began in spring 2015. The new AUP School of Medicine graduated
its first class in November 2019 with 16 students; its second class
of 37 students graduated in 2020. In 2020, the first graduates took
the Philippine national residency examination, and 95% passed,
with one student in the top seven nationwide.
While AUP does not have a teaching hospital, per governmental mandate, it uses the Batangas County Medical Center for
its clinical rotations, while some students do their clinical rotations
at Manila Adventist Hospital.
The AUP School of Medicine student body mainly comes from
the Philippines, though they also have students from Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Zimbabwe. Doris Mendoza, MD, an eloquent, highly
renowned pediatric cardiologist, is the founding and current dean.
The AUP School of Medicine is the only medical school in the
Philippines that includes lifestyle medicine and religion (with a
two-month clinical mentorship with chaplaincy exposure to whole
person care at the Adventist Medical Center in Manila). Its mission
is to produce “5-star physicians”—which consists of being a clinician, an educator, a researcher, a manager, and a “social mobilizer,”
together with a sixth star: being a physician-missionary who heals
the whole person: body, mind, and spirit.
LLUSM alumni who served as consultants include DANIEL
W. GIANG ’83, TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, and ZENO
L. CHARLES-MARCEL ’80-AFF.
THE ADVENTIST SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN EAST-CENTRAL AFRICA

DORIS MENDOZA, MD

I. OKORO, MBBS
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Adventist University of the Philippines School of Medicine building.

Plans for a medical school in East-Central Africa have been in
motion for years; after overcoming many roadblocks and many site
visits, it was decided to locate the new school of medicine in Kigali,
Rwanda, at the Adventist University of Central Africa (AUCA).
After long negotiations with the Ministry of Education, AUCA was
eventually granted legal authority in 2019. The Adventist School
of Medicine in East-Central Africa (ASOME) core building was
inaugurated on Sep. 2, 2019, by the president of Rwanda and

CAMEL: The Consortium
of Adventist Medical
Education Leaders
As a result of many site visits on behalf of the
Health Professional Subcommittee of the Adventist
Accrediting Association, in 2016 DANIEL W.
GIANG ’83 initiated a meeting of the leaders
of the then six medical schools that grew into
the Consortium of Adventist Medical Education
Leaders (CAMEL).
CAMEL meets at least every two years, usually
in Loma Linda, to network on ideas and concepts
foundational to Adventist medical education.
Recently, CAMEL has broadened its scope to include
dental and pharmacy education leaders. As a
forum to discuss and advise the leadership of the
seven Adventist schools of medicine, CAMEL has
become a very effective council to provide updates
for continued accreditation and guidelines for new
schools of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy, as well
as giving a community of committed health professional leaders a forum to exchange ideas and new
practices in the education of health professionals.n

the president of the GC. Despite several COVID-19 lockdowns,
the Rwandan Ministry of Education’s accreditation team finally
approved full accreditation.
ASOME is a post higher secondary, six-and-a-half-year school
of medicine that grants dual MD/MPH degrees. In addition,
graduates receive both ultrasound and leadership certificates and
ACLS/ATLS competencies. On March 10, 2021, the school
started classes with 36 students coming from Rwanda, Uganda,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Ethiopia, South Sudan,
South Africa, Cameroon, and Liberia.
ASOME has higher education accreditation through the
Rwanda Medical and Dental Council. Eustace Penniecook, MD, is
the founding dean of ASOME. LLUSM alumni that have assisted
in the school’s founding include DANIEL W. GIANG ’83,
INZUNE K. HWANG ’95, and ZENO L. CHARLESMARCEL ’80-AFF.n

Dr. Evans is an associate professor of medicine and enjoys
coaching and mentoring Quality Improvement for Adventist
Health International and the General Conference health
ministries department. He enjoys travel, reading history and
biographies, and being the father of three great children.
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and ELLSWORTH E. WAREHAM ’42 all reached
out to me in special ways, guiding me as a young doctor in
training.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL
EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MEDICAL CAREER?

Reginald R. Sherrill ’77-A

One Sunday I got a call from a friend whose wife was in
the emergency room. She had been bitten by two pit bulls
and another dog. I was expecting a few small cuts but was
shocked to find she had been mauled nearly to death. Our
families had just eaten together the day before. When I
saw her, she was wrapped from head to toe like a mummy.
I removed a few of the dressings and immediately realized
she needed surgery. I asked one of the senior surgeons to
help close the wounds of the body and scalp while I worked
on the face and neck. I spent over seven hours putting the
pieces back together while he spent five hours simultaneously working on the other areas. This is the worst injury I
have seen in my 40+ years of surgery. Remarkably, she had
no infections and hasn’t required any subsequent revision
surgery. She remains beautiful 38 years later.

DALTON, GEORGIA

IF YOU WERE TO HAVE WORKED IN A FIELD OUTSIDE
OF MEDICINE, WHAT WOULD IT HAVE BEEN? WHY?

PLASTIC SURGERY

FOR WHAT ARE YOU FAMOUS AMONG FRIENDS
AND FAMILY?
My devotion to family, employees, patients, friends, and golf.
While I find golf to be very challenging and frustrating, I
enjoy the serenity and fellowship it provides. It keeps me
moving and makes it easier to get my steps in.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST MEDICAL SCHOOL MEMORY?
In my sophomore year, CARROL S. SMALL ’34 called
me on a Sunday to help him with two autopsies. I had
observed several autopsies while taking medical technology,
but that was prior to studying anatomy. I had casually
mentioned that when the opportunity arose, I would like to
see another. I arrived at the hospital expecting to see a group
of observers, but it was just me. Dr. Small told me to put
on some gloves and help. It was a wonderful opportunity:
one-on-one instruction from a master teacher who loved
what he was doing. LOUIS L. SMITH ’49 also took
me under his wing and helped advance a less than extraordinary student into the surgery residency at Loma Linda.
THOMAS J. ZIRKLE ’62, ORLYN B. PRATT ’24,
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Classifieds
SEEKING FAMILY MEDICINE PHYSICIANS
SAC Health Clinic Mission Corps looking for two family
medicine physicians to serve in a mission site for 3 years
in Barstow, CA. A high medical needs area serving
MediCal, low- income, and homeless patients. New clinic
site offering behavioral health and dental services in
addition to medical services. Mission alignment a must.
Very competitive salary and 3-year mission commitment.
Opportunity for federal loan repayment program. If
interested, please email bchilum@llu.edu
WEB DESIGN
Our clients get rave reviews on how beautiful, userfriendly, and fantastic their websites look. Specializing in
premium custom design for professionals, our Adventist
agency is easy to work with and passionate about making
you stand out. Visit hellosmitten.com or call Kama at
541-903-1180
RATES FOR PLACEMENT AND CLASSIFIED ADS:
$50 up to 50 words, then $1.50/word up to 100
words total. Extras: $20 each for a bold border, color
screen, or logo.
Call 909-558-4633. More information and current
rates can be found at www.llusmaa.org/advertising.

I earned a bachelor’s in theology and planned to be a minister
like my father. There are many similarities in these two
professions, but medicine emerged victorious. It was very
hard to tell my dad that I was changing directions, but after
many years, he realized medicine was the best path for me.

IF YOU COULD LEARN TO DO SOMETHING NEW OR
BETTER, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
I would love to be bilingual; my community demographic is
approximately 50% Hispanic. I would also like to play the
trumpet better. I thought, like in golf, if I had better equipment I could excel. I have dispelled that notion.

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU HAVE EVER
RECEIVED?
Several mentors have said, “If you love what you do, you will
never work a day in your life.” There are days that I work very
hard and it is far from pleasure, but overall I love what I do
and find great satisfaction in my work. I have no intention of
retiring as long as my eyes, hands, and health hold up. I am
enjoying the journey!n

EDDIE NGO

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™

WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?
College savings? Paying off debt? Building a home? Retirement?
For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP®, has been helping Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni
pursue their goals and dreams through financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps his clients with:
• Strategies to build a diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, investment related tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide you through every stage of life from birth to retirement

222 East Olive Ave. Suite #2 • Redlands, CA 92373 • Office: 909.307.1760 • eddie.ngo@edngofinancial.com
Securities offered through Sigma Financial Corporation. Member FINRA & SIPC. Fee-based investment advisory services offered
through Sigma Planning Corporation, a registered investment advisor.
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DEPARTMENT REPORT: NEUROLOGY

THE STRING THAT DRAWS US TO OUR ALMA MATER

(Continued from page 18)

(Continued from page 43)

unit to deliver seamless neurological and neurosurgical care to our
neuroscience patients. These LLUMC-based and regional services
have allowed us to quadruple our faculty over the past 14 years.
In the coming academic year THOMAS P. BRAVO ’10 will
be introduced as our residency program director following the long
and successful tenure of LAURA NIST ’95. This year will also see
a transition in the neurology chair position as I move to spend more
time as one of the vice presidents in LLUFMG. I am very grateful
to have served as the neurology chair and am confident we are positioned for continued success under the direction of our next chair. A
special thanks to RICARDO L. PEVERINI ’84, H. ROGER
HADLEY ’74, TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, DANIEL W.
GIANG ’83, and the hospital leadership for giving me this opportunity to serve and to Kathy Asher, our group manager, who has
served side-by-side with me along this journey.n

students. As time and technology change, the JOURNAL’s appearance will change, but the contents should [remain] informative,
reflective, educational, and inspirational.”
In talking about this article, Dr. Briggs reminded me of a quote
from the late CARROL S. SMALL ’34, editor 1975–1982 and
1988–1990: “The ALUMNI JOURNAL is committed to tell the
truth and nothing but the truth, be we cannot tell the whole truth
until we learn it—so tell us. So as alumni and readers, send ‘letters
to the editor,’ contribute written and photographic submissions,
and keep us posted on events related to alumni that we may not
hear about.”
For 90 years the ALUMNI JOURNAL has served to connect,
inform, and foster collaboration and will continue to do so long as
our alumni engage with and contribute to “the string that draws us
to our home, our alma mater.”n

Dr. Tsao enjoys spending time with his family and many pets and when he
can, enjoys mountain biking, golf, hockey, and snow skiing (which explains
why he’s not particularly good at any one of these activities).

Mr. Park is the consulting historian for the JOURNAL and
former executive director of the Alumni Association.

Would a display of Christian literature in
your waiting room help guide your patients
to Christ?
Publications must be scattered
like the leaves of autumn.

FREE Downloads and Guides
literatureministry.net
literatureministry.lluc@gmail.com
909-683-1844

–E.G.W.

More than 1,000 will soon be converted
in a day due to literature … –E.G.W.
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Remembered
ELMER W. LORENZ ’47 died Dec. 19, 2020.

He specialized in otolaryngology.
ALFRED C. HANSCOM ’53-B was born

Feb. 17, 1926, and died July
1, 2021, at age 95. He spent
his childhood in Chatham,
New Hampshire, and graduated with high honors from
Fryeburg Academy. His college years were interrupted by his service as a naval medic in World
War II, from January 1945 until early 1946, in
both the Pacific and Atlantic theaters. Following
his return, he graduated from Atlantic Union
College and went on to earn a medical degree
from Loma Linda University in 1953.
On Nov. 22, 1951, he married Julianne
Weaver. Over the next five decades, they lived
in New Hampshire, California, Michigan,
Tennessee, and North Carolina. He was
board-certified in family practice, anesthesiology,
internal medicine, and emergency medicine, and
cared for countless numbers of patients during
his nearly 50 years of practice. He was a skilled
diagnostician and was well known for spending
whatever time was needed for each and every
one of his patients. He was a prolific reader, an
adventurous traveler, and a remarkable conversationalist. Even with advanced age, his intellectual
curiosity never dimmed. He was a lifelong and
dedicated member of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church and a strict vegetarian his entire life.
Dr. Hanscom’s wife died in 2007, after 56
years of marriage. In addition to her and his
parents, he was predeceased by his brothers;
S. Gordon Hanscom and Lieut. Argyle E.
Hanscom, who was killed in World War II
in 1944.
He is survived by four children; DAVID
A. HANSCOM ’78-B (Barbara Yohai), Alan
C. Hanscom, Robert B. Hanscom (Diane), and

Carol Hanscom Haney (Thomas); nine grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren.
JOHN W. DOWSWELL ’54 was born Sep.
21, 1922, and died Feb. 19, 2021. He specialized
in radiation oncology.
WILLIAM D. PUTNAM ’54 died Jan. 12,

2021, at age 93.
"Dr. Put" was a prominent family practice physician
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, for over
20 years. In his early years
he specialized in delivering babies; later in life
he loved surprise encounters with the individuals he had delivered. In 1978, he moved to
Glendale, California, to become director of the
family practice residency program at Glendale
Adventist Medical Center. He continued practicing medicine in various positions until age 85.
He had numerous friends and colleagues from
all over the world with whom he loved to stay in
contact. In the summer of 2012, he moved back
to Tulsa to spend his retirement with old friends
in familiar places.
His children are left with the best of memories: traveling every summer, camping, hiking,
horseback riding, and lazing by the pool or in the
ocean. Those who knew him will never forget his
matching velour tracksuits, one-piece jumpsuits,
or the endless cans of hairspray used to perfect
his expertly coiffed hair. His infectious laugh,
endless repertoire of jokes, and wonderful life
advice will be missed.
Dr. Putnam was preceded in death by Doris,
his loving wife and best friend of 35 years,
and is survived by his children, John Putnam,
CATHEY A. PUTNAM ’84 (VERNON K.
YAMASHIRO ’84), Vicki Hilvitz (Todd), and
stepdaughter Ann Cassell ( Jack); many grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.

VICTOR J. WESTOVER ’54 died Feb. 17,

2021. He specialized in anesthesiology.
HERVEY W. GIMBEL ’55 died in Loma

Linda on Feb. 22, 2021. Born
in Calgary, Alberta, in 1926,
he was the oldest of six children and grew up on a wheat
farm east of Calgary where
the prairie lifestyle taught him to work hard,
never complain, and be generous to others. He
attended Walla Walla College, where he met
Ann Matterand, his wife of 69 years. After
medical school, Dr. Gimbel returned to Canada
and established a family practice in Calgary. For
the next 25 years, he delighted in treating
patients from all walks of life. Dr. Gimbel
pioneered a Health Education Center in Calgary
to educate the community on healthy diet,
smoking cessation, exercise, and mental health.
Beginning in 1982, Dr. Gimbel served as
associate professor at Loma Linda University
School of Medicine and practiced preventive
and occupational medicine. He completed
his career at age 92 by doing annual at-home
physical exams for Medicare patients. In
1991, God opened the door for Dr. Gimbel
to collaborate with physicians in China to
help them educate patients regarding smoking
cessation. Over the course of two decades,
he assisted three of China’s major medical
schools to become smoke-free—some of his
most fulfilling work.
Dr. Gimbel cherished time with family. He
was a lover of music and beauty: a pianist, avid
traveler, photographer, voracious reader and
underliner, faithful friend, wise and loving
father, and rock-steady provider. But most
importantly, Jesus was his best friend. Dr.
Gimbel is survived by his wife, five children, 10
grandchildren, and 11 great-grandchildren.
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2021, in Reno, Nevada.
Dr. Guthrie was born
Dec. 21, 1930, in Niles,
Michigan. His family moved
to California, where they
lived until moving to Japan as missionaries in
1940. As World War II exploded across Asia,
they were transferred to the Philippines in 1941,
where it was considered safer at the time.
As the war extended to the Philippines, the
women and children were moved to Camp John
Hay in Bagio. Soon the family was reunited in
Santo Tomas, then placed under house arrest,
and finally sent to the infamous Los Banos
Internment Camp. Despite near-starvation
rations and few teaching materials, Dr. Guthrie’s
mother, along with others, continued his education. Upon liberation from Los Banos in 1945,
Dr. Guthrie returned to the United States and
graduated from Walla Walla College, married
Juanita Bruce in 1951, and graduated from
Loma Linda University School of Medicine
in 1956.
After his internship near San Diego, Dr.
Guthrie spent two years in the Navy as a
physician in Japan. Three sons and a daughter
were added to the family. Following a fouryear mission term at the Youngberg Memorial
Hospital in Singapore, he completed a surgery
residency in North Carolina and settled in
Ukiah, California, in 1969.
Dr. Guthrie enjoyed playing golf and hiking
the hills near their home. His talent on the bass
clarinet, piano, and organ were a joy to many.
Dr. Guthrie was preceded in death by his
daughter, Janice, and wife, Juanita. He remarried
Shirley Newhart in 2000 and gained a beloved
stepdaughter, Shari. He is survived by his wife,
Shirley; sons, GEORGE E. GUTHRIE ’81,
TIMOTHY K. GUTHRIE ’83, TODD
B. GUTHRIE ’86, and Shari; seven grandchildren; three great grandchildren; and sister,
Romilda (ALVIN L. HUMMEL ’62).
GERALD R. ABEL ’59 died April 10, 2021.

He specialized in pathology.

PAUL M. WATSON ’59 died March 17,
2021. He specialized in family practice.
DENIS I. INABA ’60 died in July 2020. He

specialized in orthopedic surgery.
LAVON A. S. NOLAN ’68 was born Jan. 1,
JOHN ELLOWAY ’64 was born Aug. 4, 1932,

in Saskatchewan, Canada,
and died March 26, 2021, in
Novato, California.
Dr. Elloway graduated
from medical school in 1964.
He went on to practice preventive medicine
in Novato, California. There he facilitated
and supported the building of the Novato
Seventh-day Adventist Church and remained
an active member. In 1995, he received the
Rotary International Service Above Self Award
for his extraordinary efforts to immunize
children in Ukraine against polio. Through
the Ukraine Immunization Project, he helped
bring 150,000 doses of injectable vaccines and
160,000 doses of oral vaccines to the country. In
2014, Dr. Elloway was recognized as the Alumni
Association's Alumnus of the Year.
He is survived by his wife, Maryann; sons,
Doug, Dwight, and Donald; and five grandsons.
JOHN B. SLAYBACK ’64 died on April 16,

2021, at age 82. Born Dec. 2,
1938, he graduated from
Glendale Academy in 1956
and La Sierra College in
1960. He went on to earn his
medical degree from Loma Linda University
School of Medicine in 1964 and interned at Los
Angeles County USC Medical Center. He then
completed a surgery residency back at Loma
Linda and finished his plastic surgery residency
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.
He then moved back to Redlands, where he
practiced plastic surgery for over 40 years.
Dr. Slayback was an avid sailor, traveler, and
hunter. These adventures took him all over the
world. He was known to his colleagues, residents, nurses, and patients as a compassionate,
caring physician.

1943 and died Dec. 13, 2020. She specialized in
public health.
HAROLD J. WADLEY ’70 was born in

1944 and died Dec. 14, 2020. He specialized
in diagnostic radiology and subspecialized in
breast imaging.
L. ROBERT MCELMURRY ’71 was born

Jan. 11, 1945, and died May
4, 2021, at age 76 in Lansing,
Michigan. As a young man,
he helped build Highway 496
and honed his construction
skills throughout his life, accumulating over
10,000 hours operating large equipment. Dr.
McElmurry practiced family medicine for 50
years. He started practicing with his father,
LELAND R. MCELMURRY ’42, and
together they served the Lansing area for nearly
100 years. He treated thousands of patients,
including multiple generations within families.
Dr. McElmurry was instrumental in producing
legislation to protect patient rights.
He had a diverse set of interests, from
founding and managing businesses with his wife,
Roberta, to collecting antiques and studying
ancient Greek and Roman history. He traveled
around the world twice, once in 80 days and
once in a year with Roberta at his side. An expert
botanist, he took great pride in his garden.
Most of all, Dr. McElmurry loved, protected,
and provided for his family and those closest to
him. He is survived by his wife, Roberta; sons,
Robert and Andrew; two grandchildren; and
four siblings.

“I must work the works of Him who sent Me while it is day; the night is
coming when no one can work.”

John 9:4
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RANDALL L. TAN ’82 died May 7, 2021. He

specialized in internal medicine.n

Notify us of alumni who have passed, or review our obituary policy at WWW.LLUSMAA.ORG/IN-MEMORIAM-SUBMISSION-FORM.
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While it is

He is survived by his wife, Kathy; two
children, Steven and Kristi; four grandchildren;
stepdaughter Katherine and her two children;
and sisters, Janet and Larissa.
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Made for more fulfillment

More than 20 hospitals, 250 clinics and 4,500
providers throughout the West Coast and Hawaii

You were made for more. More connection. More satisfaction.
More ending each day knowing you’ve made a difference.
Throughout our hospitals and clinics, Adventist Health creates a
setting where providers have the opportunity to help individuals
live healthier, happier lives. We are dedicated to transforming
the health experience of our communities in California, Hawaii
and the Pacific Northwest through our unique focus on caring
for the whole person—mind, body and spirit. As a faith-based
health system founded on Seventh-day Adventist heritage and
values, we know how important it is to put your mission first.
Because when you are called to a fulfilling career in healthcare,
you want to spend your time being more inspired.

Learn more about an inspiring career with Adventist Health
PracticeInspired.org

